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"He knew more of my intended

career than I knew myself. I

should be well enough

educated for my destiny if I

could "hold my own" with

average young man in

prosperous circumstances."

- Charles Dickens, 

Great Expectations

All of us need a person,
highly qualified and

professionally trained, to
make us realize what natural
talent we have been born with
and then guide us accordingly
what job we can best
perform? Yes, of course. And
he is none other than a career
counselor who helps
candidates to go for a
particular academic course to
fulfill their dream career.

In fact, a career counselor is
a professional, well-qualified
and emotionally sensitive
human being, who is trained
to guide the aspirants what
jobs they have been best
suited for. A career

counselor's job is to know the
talent and various traits and
guide the candidates to
choose suitable career
accordingly.

Often what happens is that
we commit mistakes making
career decisions because we
assess ourselves purely on
the basis of unrealistic
parameters. We design our
career trajectory on the basis
of what we dream and not on
what we deserve. Moreover,
we also get unduly impressed
with the phony attraction of
the various career options
surrounding us. Sometimes,
we also buckle under the
parental pressure and get
swayed by the social
showing. In this awkward
situation, a candidate ends up
choosing a career for which
he is not at all suitable and
nor mentally inclined. It is not
a matter of any surprise that
this sort of mistakes in
choosing the unsuitable
career option occurs because

of the inadequate knowledge,
emotional immaturity, peer
pressure and high-
demanding - parental -
ambition. In fact, this is a very
pernicious situation. Basically,
our perception and
psychology does not let us
identify the individual
differences which are so
naturally found in each child. 

The days of the customary
job opportunities like those of
a doctor and engineer are on
the gradual decline. In the
pos t - r e fo rmed - i nduced -
information technology age of
the 21st century where the
whole world has turned out to
be a global village, it is really
very soothing feeling that now
there is no dearth of job
opportunities across the
countries in the world. As per
the socio-behavioural and
genetic differences in ability,
personality, attitude, bent of
mind and interests, each
person can find himself fit for
a score of job opportunities

which have unfolded before
the present generation.
Therefore, the basic role of a
career counselor is extending
much-needed assistance and
professional guidance to the
people to help them choose
the career as per their unique
curricular and extra-curricular
interests, behavioural pattern
and personality traits. 

However, in the wake of

increasing demand for such

type of counselors, career

counseling course has also

been incorporated in syllabus

and there is provision of

appointment of a career

counselor in each school 

and college. A career

counselor is responsible for

providing the guidance to the

students for their balanced

physical, mental, psychic and 
psychological development so

that they may move ahead
towards the right career path
at right time with right attitude
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PM MODI'S SINGAPORE VISIT

FOCUS ON INDIA'S 'ACT EAST POLICY'
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India's deepening ties with its

extended neighbourhood as part of

its Act East Policy was in focus during

Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi's

two-day visit to Singapore to attend

the summit level meetings of East

Asia, ASEAN-India and the Regional

Comprehensive Economic

Partnership (RCEP).
The Prime Minister underlined

India's vision for an enhanced
multilateral cooperation with the 10-
member ASEAN grouping while
calling for an open and inclusive Indo-
Pacific region during the 13th East
Asia Summit. Delivering the keynote
address at the Singapore Fintech
Festival (SFF), he highlighted the
ongoing historic transition in the
global economy due to
unprecedented revolution in
technology and innovation, which was
now increasingly defining
competitiveness and power in the
new world.

The Prime Minister also exchanged

views on bilateral, regional and global
issues with US vice-president Mike
Pence, and his counterparts from
Singapore, Thailand and Australia.
INDIA- ASEAN SUMMIT

Meeting Asean leaders during India-
Asean Informal Summit, the Prime
Minister reaffirmed India's
commitment to deepen economic and

strategic relations with the economic
grouping, which is India's fourth
largest trading partner, with two way
trade touching over US $ 81.33 billion.

Connectivity, sustainable
development, counter-terrorism, and
maritime and cyber security are
among the key areas of cooperation
with Asean under India's Act East

Policy. It includes the development of
its Northeast states by boosting
connectivity with Asean and sub-
regional grouping of Bay of Bengal
Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical
and Economic Cooperation (Bimstec).
Made up of seven nations lying in the
littoral and adjacent areas of the Bay 

Continued on page 28
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P
rime Minister Mr. Narendra

Modi's 12th meeting since

2014 with his Japanese

counterpart Mr. Shinzo Abe is a

reflection of the growing

congruity in world view of India

and Japan and mutually

beneficial bilateral relations as

they seek to combine their

efforts to tackle emerging

economic and security

challenges. Mr. Modi's October

28-29 Japan visit reflects the

transformed bilateral relations in

the light of dyanamic geo-

strategic global order. 

TRANSFORMED RELATIONS

India's relations with Japan

has come a long way. The

bilateral goodwill was always

there. But lack of

complimentarity --as India

remained a one way receipient

of economic aid -- prevented the

relationship from flowering into a

key pillar of India's foreign policy.

The beginning of the 21st

century witnessed a dramatic

transformation in ties which was

upgraded to a 'Special Strategic

and Global Partnership'  during

Prime Minister Mr. Modi's visit to

Japan in 2014 for the 9th Annual

Summit Meeting with his

Japanese counterpart Abe.

A landmark bilateral civil

nuclear agreement in November

2016 opened the door for

collaboration and export of

atomic reactor technology as

well as provide finance for power

plants in India. It reflected a new

level of mutual confidence and

strategic partnership in the

cause of clean energy, economic

development and a peaceful and

secure world. Above all, the deal

was indicative of support and

trust for India as Japan remains

very sensitive to proliferation of

nuclear technology, being the

only country to have faced

atomic weapon attack by the

USA. Since then, Japan has

been an important supporter of

India's bid for membership in the

crucial 48-member Nuclear

Suppliers Group, which

facilitates trade in nuclear

technology around the world. 

Based on the solid foundation

of civilisational and centuries-old

cultural links, India and Japan

now seek to provide economic

and political rationale to their

deepening geo-strategic

relations. The fact is that there

are growing number of areas of

convergence, commonality and

common vision between the two

Asian powers. Therefore, after

years of hedging, they seek to

strengthen their multi-faceted

partnership, ranging from digital

to cyberspace, health to

defence, from oceans to space

and agriculture to food

processing. From reforming the

United Nations Security Council

to make it more relavant to the

present world to keeping the

Indo-Pacific 'free and open', they

have agreed to collaborate their

efforts. Underlining the

importance of ASEAN, India and

Japan voiced their support for

peaceful resolution of disputes in

accordance with the universally

recognised principles of

international law. They have

opposed "predatory"

"chequebook diplomacy" that

threatens to push developing

nations into debt trap in the

name of undertaking

infrastructure projects in Asia

and Africa.

Over the last one decade,

Japan has become one of the

"most trusted partners" in India's

economic and technological

moderniz- ations, and one of the

top investors in India.

Cumulatively, since 2000

Japanese investments in India

have been around US $ 26

billion, making the East Asian

country the third largest major

investor in 2017. Nearly 1,500

Japanese companies are

registered in India.

India values Japan's global

leadership in innovation,

technologies and best practices.

At the fag end of the second

decade of the 21st century, India

aims to move rapidly towards

"Industry 4.0" so that it is not left

behind in technological

inventions in the field of Artificial

Intelligence (AI), Internet of

Things (IoT), 3D printing,

robotics and biotechnology. With

the Indian government making

efforts to improve the "ease of

doing business", Japan hopes to

use the "low cost manufacturing"

in India for its business. "The

partnership between our

software and your hardware

sectors can do miracles," Modi

told Japanese investors in

Tokyo.

PERSONAL CHEMISTRY

Last month's Japan visit was

Indian Prime Minister's third to

Tokyo to attend the landmark

13th bilateral annual summit,

which India holds only with

Japan and  Russia. Mr. Modi had

wide-ranging talks with

Japanese counterpart Abe and

interacted with business leaders

and captains of industry from

both countries and members of

the Indian community. Mr. Modi's

personal chemistry with Abe was

clearly visable when he was

hosted by the Japanese leader

for a private dinner at his holiday

home in Yamanashi prefecture in

southwest Tokyo, close to the

iconic Mount Fuji. In December

2015, he had hosted his

Japanese counterpart in the

ancient city of Varanasi. Mr. Abe

witnessing the Ganga Aarti ritual

at Dashashwamedh Ghat, amid

chanting of shlokas and sound of

conch shells in the Prime

Minister's parliamentary

constituency. 

SHARED DESTINY

The Tokyo summit gave an

opportunity to the two leaders to

provide clarity to their vision and

efforts to concretise it. The

Indian Prime Minister described

the bilateral relations "as deep

and wide as the Indian and

Pacific Oceans," and based on

"shared commitment to

democratic values and freedom

and the rule of law." "Without the

cooperation between India and

Japan, the 21st century cannot

be an Asian century," Mr. Modi

underlined during the summit. 

Leveraging Japanese

capabilities for India's

development initiatives is the key

rationale that drives the bilateral

relations. India's economic

diplomacy was in full display

during the summit as it sought to

leverage Japan as a

development aid partner for its

economic modernisation and

flagship development

programmes such as Skill India,

Make in India, and Digital India,

as also the Mumbai-Ahmedabad

high-speed rail project and

Dedicated Freight Corridors.

Building upon Japanese

development aid and

cooperation in the Indo-Pacific

region were among key focus

areas. Agreements were signed

on cooperation between the

naval forces of the two countries,

healthcare, digital and new

technologies, and food

processing. Japanese investors

committed new $2.5 billion

investments that is expected to

help create some 30,000 jobs. 

The two sides signed seven

loan agreements totalling 316.48

billion yen which will be utilised

for the Mumbai-Ahmedabad high

speed rail, project for renovation

and modernisation of Umiam-

Umtru Stage-III hydroelectric

power station in Meghalaya, the

third phase of the Delhi Mass

Rapid Transport System Project,

road network connectivity

improvement project in

northeastern India, project for

the construction of Turga

pumped storage in West Bengal,

project for the construction of

Chennai Peripheral Ring Road

and project for sustainable

catchment forest management in

Tripura.

Reflecting the depth of

economic relationship, India and

Japan entered into a $75-billion

bilateral currency swap

agreement to boost stability in

foreign exchange and help

strengthen confidence in the

Indian capital market. It will allow

India to tap foreign capital for

developmental needs as and

when needed. 

India firmly believes that

ASEAN regional bloc has to play

a central role in the Indo-Pacific

region. Japan is the cornerstone

of India's Act East Policy and

connectivity projects in the

Northeast. Japan's role in

development work in the

Northeast is also expected to

boost connectivity between the

member-states of Bay of Bengal

Initiative for Multi-Sectoral

Technical and Economic

Cooperation (Bimstec) sub-

regional grouping. Made up of

seven countries lying in the

littoral and adjacent areas of the

Bay of Bengal -- Bangladesh,

Bhutan, India, Myanmar, Nepal,

Sri Lanka and Thailand, Bimstec

allows India to engage more with

the extended neighbourhood in

Southeast Asia under India's

Neighbourhood First Policy via

northeastern India.

India remains an important

partner for Japan in the

proposed Regional

Comprehensive Economic

Partnership (RCEP), which

seeks to carve out a free trade

agreement between the 10

Asean member states and the

six states with which this

regional bloc has existing free

trade agreements - Australia,

China, India, Japan, South

Korea and New Zealand.

TAMING THE DRAGON

With China seeking to

increase its influence in the Indo-

Pacific region and belligerence

in the South China Sea, Mr. Modi

and Mr. Abe sketched out their

common vision for the regions.

They underlined the need for

"rules-based order that respects

sovereignty and territorial

integrity of nations, ensures

freedom of navigation and

overflight as well as unimpeded

lawful commerce, and seeks

peaceful resolution of disputes

with full respect for legal and

diplomatic processes in

accordance with the universally

recognised principles of

international law, including those

reflected in the UNCLOS (UN

Convention for the Law of the

Sea), without resorting to threat

or use of force."

TRILATERAL COOPERATION

With China in mind, India and

Japan sought to concretise a

plan to provide an alternative to

the communist country's

"predatory" chequebook

diplomacy". Amid efforts by

China to expand its influence

around the world, particularly in

India's troubled neighbourhood,

Japan and India agreed to

collaborate in Indo-Pacific in

Asia and in Africa on capacity

building and on infrastructure

projects in a trilateral format --

India, Japan plus one. Among

the key agreements, they

committed to consultations with

host governments to foster

tangible cooperation focusing on

development of 

connectivity and other

infrastructure in the Indo-Pacific.

"This synergy is embodied in

collaborative projects between

India and Japan in the Indo-

Pacific region, including in Sri

Lanka, Myanmar and

Bangladesh as well as in Africa,"

said the India - Japan Vision

Statement released after the

summit. India, Japan plus one

format reflects the high level and

strength of the bilateral

economic engagement.

India and Japan hope that the

trilateral format will help check

China's growing influence in the

region through Chinese

President Xi Jinping's pet Belt

and Road Initiative (BRI) project.

India has refused to join the

Chinese BRI on the grounds that

the project has failed to respect

the territorial integrity and

sovereignty of other countries

and has put participating nations

in debt traps with loan contracts

shrouded in mystery. China has

been dismissive about India's

objection to China Pakistan

Economic Corridor (CPEC)

Continued on page 32

The Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi meeting the Prime

Minister of Japan, Mr. Shinzo Abe, at Yamanashi, Japan on

October 28, 2018.

INDIA-JAPAN RELATIONS
SHARED DESTINY, COMMON CHALLENGES
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Miranda House
University of Delhi, Delhi 110007

Recruitment of Non Teaching Staff
Applications are invited for the following posts (under OBC expansion) on permanent

basis. The Online Application Form and details are available on the college website.

Post Nos. of post and category

1. Administrative Officer 01; Reserved for OH

(PB-3) Rs. 15600-39100/- + G.P. Rs. 5400/- VI CPC (Level-10) as per VII CPC

Essential :

Good Academic record plus Masters Degree with at least 55% of marks or its 

equivalent grade of B in the UGC seven point scale (5% relaxation in marks 

for SC/ST category).

Desirable :

1. At least three years experience in supervisory or equivalent cadre in Group B 

post in a Government Department/University/ Educational or Research Institution/ 

Teaching and/ or research experience along with proven administrative capabili-

ties.

2. L.L.B. or MBA or CA/ICWA or MCA or M.Phil/Ph.D qualification.

Maximum Age Limit : 35 years (Age relaxation will be allowed as per the 

guidelines of University of Delhi/UGC)

2. Senior Technical Assistant (Computer) 01; Unreserved 

(PB-2) Rs. 9300-34800/- + G.P. Rs. 4200/- on VI CPC (Level-6) as per VII CPC

Essential :

MCA or M.Sc. (Computer Science/IT) from a recognized University/Institute with 

one year experience or B.Tech./ B.E. (Computer Science/Information Technology/

ECE) or equivalent degree with one year experience in relevant area.

Maximum Age Limit : 35 years (Age relaxation will be allowed as per the 

guidelines of University of Delhi/UGC)

3. Professional Assistant 01; Hearing Handicapped

(PB-2) Rs. 9300-34800/- + G.P. Rs. 4200/- on VI CPC (Level-6) as per VII CPC

Essential :

M.Lib.Sc./M.L.I.Sc. or equivalent with 50% marks; Or

1. Master's Degree in Arts/ Science/ Commerce or any other discipline with 

50%  and B.Lib.Sc/ B.L.I.Sc. with 50% marks.

2. Computer Science paper at Graduate/ PG level or Six months Computer 

Science course from a recognized institution.

Maximum Age Limit : 35 years (Age relaxation will be allowed as per the 

guidelines of University of Delhi/UGC)

4. Semi Professional Assistant 01; Unreserved 

(PB-1) Rs. 5200-20200/- + G.P. Rs. 2800/- on VI CPC (Level-5) as per VII CPC

Essential :

1. Graduate in Arts/Science/Commerse or any other discipline or any other 

higher qualification with 50% marks.

2. B.Lib.Sc./ B.L.I.Sc. with 50% Marks.

3. Course in Computer Applications at Graduate or PG Level or 6 months 

Computer course from a recognized institution.

Maximum Age Limit : 35 years (Age relaxation will be allowed as per the 

guidelines of University of Delhi/UGC)

5. Assistant 01; Unreserved 

(PB-1) Rs. 5200-20200/- + G.P. Rs. 2400/- on VI CPC (Level-4) as per VII CPC

Essential :

A Graduate from a recognized University in any discipline with working know-

ledge of computers, and Diploma/ Certificate of minimum 6 months duration 

in Computer Applications/Office Management/Secretarial Practice/Financial 

Management/ Accounts or equivalent discipline. Or

1. Graduate Degree in Computer Applications/Office Management/Secretarial 

Practice/Financial Management/Accounts or equivalent discipline from a 

recognized University.

2. Minimum 2 years of Administrative Experience.

Maximum Age Limit : 30 years (Age relaxation will be allowed as per the 

guidelines of University of Delhi/UGC)

Abbreviations Used :

UR : Unreserved; PwD : Person with Disability OH : Orthopedically Handicapped; HH :

Hearing Handicapped; SC : Scheduled Caste; ST : Scheduled Tribe; OBC : Other

Backward Class

Note :

Eligibility criteria and qualifications are as per the University of Delhi/ University

Grants Commission norms.

Online Application Form is available at the -web link:

www.mirandahouse.ac.in/ntsrecruitment.php

Application Fee is Rs. 500 for UR/OBC & Rs. 250 for SC/ST applicants. PwD

applicants are exempted.

Fee is payable at : https://www.onlinesbi.com/prelogin/icollecthome.htm?

corpID=373058.

The duly completed Online Application Form has to be printed, signed and

submitted along with requisite supporting documents to the college office during

working hours or mailed to : The Principal, Miranda House, University of Delhi,

Delhi 110007.

The application, complete in all respects, must reach Miranda House Office latest

by 14 December, 2018.

Corrigendum if any, shall be posted only on the college website. It shall be the

responsibility of the Applicants to monitor the same.

www.mirandahouse.ac.in Principal

EN 34/22

Press Note on Declaration of Final Result of
Engineering Services Examination, 2018

The Union Public Service Commission has declared the Final Result

of the Engineering Services Examination, 2018 on 09.11.2018. The

result comprising of lists of the candidates recommended for

appointment in different disciplines in order of merit, are available on

the Commission’s website [www.upsc.gov.in].

Union Public Service Commission has a ‘Facilitation Counter’ in its

Campus. Candidates may obtain any information/clarification

regarding their Examination/ recruitments on working days between

10:00 AM and 05:00 PM in person or over Telephone Nos. 011-

23385271 and 011-23381125. Marks of the candidates shall be made

available on the website within fifteen days from the date of

declaration of the result. EN 34/30

UNION PUBLIC SERVICE 
COMMISSION

DHOLPUR HOUSE, SHAHJAHAN ROAD, NEW DELHI-110069

INDICATIVE ADVERTISEMENT NO. 21/2018
Online Recruitment Applications (ORA) are invited for direct

recruitment by selection through website

http://www.upsconline.nic.in to the following  posts  by 13th

December, 2018.

1. (Vacancy No. 18112101624) 

Sixteen Air Safety Officer, Directorate General of Civil Aviation,

Ministry of Civil Aviation (ST-01, OBC-03, UR-12).   

2. (Vacancy No. 18112102624) 

Thirty-Seven Assistant Director of Operations, Directorate

General of Civil Aviation, Ministry of Civil Aviation (SC-05, ST-05,

OBC-08, UR-19).

3. (Vacancy No. 18112103624) 

One Deputy Director (Safety) (Mechanical), Directorate

General Factory Advice Service & Labour Institute (DGFASLI),

Ministry of Labour and Employment (OBC-01).

4. (Vacancy No. 18112104224) 

Six Scientist 'B' (Chemist), Central Ground Water Board,

Ministry of Water Resources, River Development  &  Ganga

Rejuvenation (SC-01, OBC-01, UR-04).   

The candidates willing to apply for the above posts are advised to visit

Commission's ORA Website http://www.upsconline.nic.in. The

detailed advertisement along-with 'Instructions and Additional

Information to Candidates for Recruitment by Selection' has been

displayed on Commission's website http://www.upsc.gov.in as well

as on the Online Recruitment Application (ORA) website

http://www.upsconline.nic.in   

CANCELLATION NOTICE
(Ref. No. F. 1/64(14)/2018-RV). It is notified for information to all

concerned that the process of recruitment to three posts of Lecturer

(Architectural Assistantship) in Department of Training & Technical

Education, Government of NCT of Delhi, published in the Employment

News/Rozgar Samachar and website of the Commission on 08th

September, 2018 vide Advertisement No. 17/2018, Item No. 03 in

Vacancy No. 18091703508 has been withdrawn by the Concerned

Ministry/Department.  Therefore, the Commission has decided to close

the process of recruitment to the above said post. EN 34/53

UNION PUBLIC SERVICE 
COMMISSION

UNION PUBLIC SERVICE 
COMMISSION

Combined Defence Services 

Examination (I)-2018

DECLARATION OF FINAL RESULT THEREOF

The final result of three courses i.e. Indian Military Academy, Indian

Naval Academy and Air Force Academy of the Combined Defence

Services Examination (I), 2018, held on 04.02.2018 and subsequent

SSB interview conducted by M/o Defence, has been declared by the

Commission and the same is available on the UPSC's website

(http://www.upsc.gov.in) and notice board of the UPSC.

davp 10621/11/0005/1819 EN 34/76
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Naval Armament Depot, Karwar
Naval Base Karwar, Arga, Uttar Kannada-581308

TELE : 08382-233802. FAX: 08382-233801 

Email: murali.saripalli726@navy.gov.in, psingh.tomar464@navy.gov.in

1. The General Manager, Naval Armament Depot, Karwar invites applications in

prescribed format from suitable candidates for rendering services for the following

posts on a contractual basis for a period of 12 months at Medical Inspection facility,

NAD Karwar located at Bellikeri within the premises of Site "E" of Naval Base Karwar,

Karnataka:-

S.No. Post No. of Posts

(a) Medical Officer (MBBS) (Allopathic) 01

(b) Laboratory Technician-Para Medical Personnel 01

(c) Nursing Assistant - Para Medical Personnel 02

2. Eligibility Criteria:-

(a) Civilian Medical Officer:-

(i) Minimum educational qualification is MBBS from recognized university and

state/Central registration.

(ii) 02 years of work experience in government or private practice, (iii) Specialization

in emergency and trauma care desirable.

(b) Laboratory Technician- Para-medical Personnel :-

(i) Diploma  in  Medical  Laboratory Technology  from  any Govt   recognized

/affiliated institution.

(ii) 02 years of work experience in government or private practice

(c) Nursing Assistant- Para-medical Personnel;-

(i) General Nursing and Midwifery course (Composite course of Nursing) or BSc

Nursing from a govt. affiliated/recognized institution.

(ii) 02 Years of work experience in Government or private practice.

3. Evaluation Criteria. Candidates will be evaluated based on work experience and

interview by a Board of Officers.

4. General Conditions:

a. The employment will be purely on a contractual basis. Signing of the contract

does not guarantee continued employment or regularization into permanent

service with Gol post expiration of the contractual period.

b. The age criteria are as follows : For Civilian Medical Officer (allopathic) the

maximum permissible age is 62 yrs and can be relaxed upto 65 in case suitable

candidates are not available. For para medical personnel, the maximum

permissible age is 58 and no relaxation in age is allowed.

c. Only allopathic doctors are eligible to apply.

d. Mere submission of an application and fulfilling the eligibility criteria gives no right

to any person for interview/selection.

e. All appointments will be subject to rules and regulations of Ministry of Defence,

Gol in force from time to time.

f. Any attempt to influence the procedure of selection would result in rejection of

application and disqualification of the candidate.

g. Candidates shall satisfy themselves that they fulfill the required eligibility criteria,

minimum educational qualifications, age limits and work experience etc. Proof of

work experience Is mandatory. The same can be mailed along with

application form or can be submitted at the time of interview. Applications of

Candidates.

h. Successful candidates are required to enter into a contractual agreement with

Naval Armament Depot Karwar for a specified period. Extension of such contract

is not guaranteed.

i. Local candidates from within Uttar Kannada and surrounding districts shall be

accorded preference.

j. Candidates with higher qualification than prescribed minimum qualifications are

desirable. Proof of such higher qualifications if any, may be attached along with

application form.

k. Candidates shall be physically fit in all respects and mentally sound. 

How to apply : - 

5. The application form shall be duly filled and signed in all respects in either blue

or black ball point pen. Incomplete application forms shall be rejected.

Candidates must affix a recent passport size color photograph on the application

form.

6. The duly filled application forms along with attested copies of proofs of

educational qualifications and experience certiftcate (if any) may be sent to The

General Manager, Naval Armament Depot, Naval Base Karwar, Arga, Uttar

Kannada dist. Karnataka-581308 by Speed post only. Applications should

reach The General Manager's Office on or before 20 days from the date of

publication of this advertisement in newspaper by 1700 hrs of the last date.

Alternatively, scanned copies of filled application form and attested documents

can be emailed to murali.saripalli726@navy.gov.in on or before 20 days from

the date of publication of this advertisement by 1700 hrs of the last date. 

Applications emailed after the designated time shall not be considered.

7. Physical application forms shall be made available at the Office of Medical

Superintendent and District Surgeon, Karwar District Civil Hospital, MG

Road- Karwar, Uttar Kannada-581301, Karnataka; Office of Commanding

Officer, INHS Patanjali, Arga, Near Naval Base Karwar, Uttar Kannada-

581308. These can be collected by candidates by hand. Format of the application

form can also be prepared by candidates in form published below, duly filled and

signed and can be sent to The General Manager, NAD Karwar before due date.

8. Details of the contact personnel are as follows : (a) Shri Muralidhar.S, Manager

(P&A), Email: murali.saripalli726@navy.gov.in (b) Shri Prashant Singh Tomar,

Asst. Manager, Email: psingh.tomar464@navy.gov.in. Interested Candidates

may contact the above personnel on the aforesaid emails in case of any queries

pertaining to application forms. Queries pertaining to outcome of the interviews or

non-receipt of call letters shall not be entertained.

9. The application envelope/subject of email shall be super scribed as "Application

for the post of <post for which applylng> at NAD Karwar". Applications

reaching beyond the above mentioned dates shall not be accepted.

10. The General Manager, NAD Karwar shall not be responsible for any postal delay

or delay due to any other reasons.

Remuneration :-

11. The remuneration for the posts advertised are as follows:-

(a) Civilian Medical Officer -75000/- INR per month (Fixed-Lumpsum)

(b) Lab Technician --------28,100/- INR per month (Fixed - Lumpsum)

(c) Nursing Assistants-------28,100/- INR per month (Fixed - Lumpsum)

12. Interested candidates may apply in the following format along with attested

copies of their certificates, Age proof etc to the Office of The General Manager,

NAD Karwar.

General Manager 

Naval Armament Depot, Karwar

PART V-A APPLICATION FORM

PART A

1. Name of the Post :......................................................................

2. Full Name : .................................................................................

3. Present Address :.......................................................................

4. Permanent Address :..................................................................

5. Contact Number & Email id :......................................................

PART B

6.   Educational Qualifications: (Attested Copies of Certificates to be enclosed)

SI.No. Details of Year of Passing Class/ Division Marks/ College &   

Degree Obtained Percentage University

1.

2.

3.

7.   Work Experience: (Proof to be enclosed)

Private Practice:

Duration

SI No. Details Years Months

1.

2.

3.

Government Practice

Duration

SI. No. Details Years Months

1.

2.

3.

8. Details of any Other Qualifications/ Courses/ Certificates obtained

(a)

(b)

7. Declaration by the Candidate : -I hereby declare that all information furnished by

me as a part of this application is to the best of my knowledge true and I understand

that my candidature shall be terminated at any point of time if the information

furnished above is found to be false.

Name of the Applicant

Signature of the Applicant: 

Date:- ...................................

davp 10702/11/0134/1819 EN 34/77
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F. No. 12011/1/2018-Estt.

Government of India

Ministry of

Textiles
Udyog Bhawan, New Delhi

Subject: Filling up of the

post of Staff Car Driver

(Ordinary Grade) in pay scale

of Rs. 19900-63200 level-02

in the pay matrix in the

Ministry of Textiles on

deputation / absorption

basis.

Applications are invited from

eligible candidate for filling up

one post of Staff Car Driver

(Ordinary Grade) in level-02 in

the pay matrix of Rs. 19900-

62300 on deputation /

absorption basis by selection

from amongst the eligible

Dispatch Rider on regular

basis, Group 'C' (erstwhile

Group 'D'), who possess valid

driving license for motor car

with 03 years' experience of

driving and on the basis of a

driving license for motor car a

driving test to assess the

competence to drive motor car.

Candidate should have

knowledge of motor

mechanism (Candidate should

be able to remove minor-

defect in vehicle). The

educational qualification for the

post is 10th standard and the

maximum age limit for

appointment shall not be

exceeding 56 years as on the

closing date of receipt of

applications. The deputation

tenure will be of 03 years.

Person selected will be treated

on deputation / absorption

basis and their pay will be fixed

in terms of orders issued by the

Department of Personnel and

Training from time to time.

Applications from the eligible

candidates in the respective

grades and willing to be

considered for appointment to

the post of Staff Car Driver

(Ordinary Grade) may please

be forwarded to this ministry

alongwith their bio-data in the

given proforma upto date

character rolls and vigilance

clearance within 60 days from

the date of publication of the

advertisement in the

Employment News so as to

reach by name Smt.

Jayashree Sivakumar, Under

Secretary (Estt), Ministry of

Textiles, Udyog Bhawan,

New Delhi-110011. The other

details and application

proforma may be downloaded

from our web-site

www.texmin.nic.in.

(Jayashree Sivakumar) 

Under Secretary to 

the Govt. of India

EN 34/16 EN 34/12
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Phones: 03715-222094 FAX:03715-230358

÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U/ Government of India

∑Î§Á· ∞fl¥ Á∑§‚ÊŸ ∑§ÀÿÊáÊ ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ/ Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare

∑Î§Á·, ‚„U∑§ÊÁ⁄UÃÊ ∞fl¥ Á∑§‚ÊŸ ∑§ÀÿÊáÊ Áfl÷Êª
Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers Welfare

©UûÊ⁄U ¬ÍflË¸ ˇÊòÊ ∑Î§Á· ÿ¥òÊ ¬˝Á‡ÊˇÊáÊ ∞fl¥ ¬⁄UËˇÊáÊ ‚¥SÕÊŸ
FARM MACHINERY TRAINING & TESTING INSTITUTE (NER)

Á’‡flŸÊÕ øÊÁ⁄U•ÊÁ‹, Á’‡flŸÊÕ-•‚◊/ Biswanath Chariali:Biswanath: Assam-784176 

An I.S.O. 9001-2015 Certified Institute

Website : http://nerfmtti.nic.in E-mail :  fmti-ner@nic.in

No.2-2/2018-Estt. Dated:........................

ADVERTISEMENT No. 01/2018

Applications are invited on plain paper for the following post which is required to be filled up on Direct Recruitment basis. The other details of

the post is as follows: (The Advt. is available in Institute website; nerfmtt.nic.in/fmttibudni.govt.in/ nrfmtti.gov.in / srfmtti.dacnet.net.in

and Deptt. of Agril, Co-opn and Farmers Welfare website: agricoop.nic.in also).

SI. No. Name of the post Group Pay Scale Vacancy Reserved Category

1 Technician (GCS, Group C, Level 2 in the pay matrix (Rs. 19900-63200) 01 01-OBC 

Non-Gazetted, Non Ministerial) (Pre revised Scale Rs. 5200-20200)

Requirements for applying for the post of Technician [Vide GSR No. 1329 (E)] dated 10.10.2017:

(i) Age Between 18-27 years of age. ( Relaxable for Government Servants up to 40 years in accordance

with the instructions or orders issued by the Central Govt. from time to time). Age relaxation

will be allowed for 3 years to OBC candidate and Govt. servant as per Central Govt. Rules in force.

(ii) Educational Qualification (i) Industrial Training Institute (ITI) Certificate in Electrical trade or Diesel Mechanic Trade or

Motor Mechanic Trade or Tractor Mechanic Trade with Three years experience in any of the 

trades mentioned above proficiency in driving and maintenance of vehicle and tractors and

should possess a valid Driving License for light and Heavy Duty Vehicles and Tractors, 

or

(ii) Industrial Training Institute (ITI) Certificate in Electrical or Electronic or Instrument Mechanic

with three years experience in auto electrical or instruments or electronics maintenance. 

(iii) Period of probation 2 years (Two years).     

(iv) Place of work Budni (M.P)/ Hisar (Haryana)/ Anantapur (AP)/ Biswanath Chariali (Assam) or any other Institutes

likely to be set up in future.

General terms and conditions of service:

1.  The post is temporary but likely to be continued indefinitely. The post is covered under "Defined Contribution Pension Scheme".

2. Interested persons working in Central Govt. / State Govt. / PSU / Autonomous Body should apply through proper channel along with

certificate from their employer that neither any disciplinary case is pending nor contemplated against him. Otherwise application

will not be considered.

3. No correspondence / enquiries will be entertained and canvassing in any form will be a disqualification.

4. Last date of submission of Application: The applications should reach to the destination on or before stipulated time.

Incomplete Application(s) or

Application (s) received after the

due date and Application

received through E-mail, Fax or

similar means will not be

considered.

5. Other terms & Condition will

be covered under Central Civil

Service Rules issued by Govt. of

India from time to time.

6. The interested and eligible

candidates may apply on plain

paper with self attested copies

of testimonials of age,

educational qualification,

experience, caste etc. issued by

respective competent authority

along with full Bio-data,

containing Name in full (Block

letters), Father's Name, Date

of Birth (As per Christian era),

Nationality, Religion, Caste

with supporting document,

Home address & address for

communication along with

PIN code & Telephone/Mobile

Number, Educational

Qualification, detail of

Experience etc. so as to reach

to the Director, North Eastern

Region Farm Machinery

Training and Testing Institute,

Biswanath Chariali, Dist.

Biswanath (Assam) within 45

days from the date of issue of

this advertisement in the

Employment News. The cover

containing the application

should be super scribed as

"Application for the post of

Technician".

Sd/-

EN 34/18 Director

Govt. of India, Ministry of Defence Research &

Development Organisation, Laser Science &

Technology Centre, Metcalfe House, Delhi-54

Walk-in Interview for Selection of Twelve (12) Junior

Research Fellows on 19 Dec 2018 and 20 Dec 2018

LASER Science & Technology Centre (LASTEC), a DRDO laboratory under Ministry of

Defence, Govt. of India, has a vision to be the Centre of excellence in the field of

LASER and Optoelectronics and has a Mission to develop LASER and Optoelectronics

Systems and Related Technologies for Directed Energy Applications, carry out

Advance Research in the fields of LASERs, Photonics and Optoelectronics.

2. Twelve position of Junior Research Fellows (JRFs) are to be filled up at LASTEC.

Aspiring candidates, willing to carry out research in the area of LASERs and

Optoelectronics are invited for a Walk-in Interview to be held in this Centre on 19 and

20 Dec 2018 at 0930 hrs for selecting twelve candidates for award of fellowship initially

for a period of two years (extendable as per rules) to work in the area of Physics

(M.Sc)/ Electronics (B.Tech).

Candidates will be admitted from 0930 to 1130 hrs only. No candidate will be

allowed to appear in interview If he/she arrives after 1130 hrs.

3. Applicant should bring along on the date of interview a neatly typed/written

application giving name, date of birth, correspondence address, Aadhar Card, Caste

Certificate (if applicable) educational quatrfication, subject/discipline, percentage of

marks, GATE/UGC/NET score etc. enclosing self-attested copies of all

certificates/testimonials. A recent passport size photograph should be pasted on the

right hand top comer of first page of the application duly signed by the applicant.

Sr. Subject Essential Qualification Vacancy/

No. Vacancies

01. Physics Post graduate degree in Basic Science in 1st 07

Division with NET qualification OR M.E/M. Tech in 

1st Division both at graduate & Post-graduate level.

02. Electronics BE/B. Tech in 1st Division with NET/GATE 05

Qualification OR M.E/M. Tech. in 1st Division both 

at graduate & at Post-graduate level.

4. General Conditions :

(i) Only those candidates who have completed the Essential Qualification course and

have been awarded degree/provisional certificate are eligible to appear. 

(ii) For all the above fellowships, the upper age limit is 28 years as on 31st December

2018. The age limit is relaxable by 5 years for SC/ST candidates and by 3 years for

OBC candidates.

(iii) JRFs are offered a monthly stipend of Rs. 25000/- for 1st and 2nd years and Rs.

28000/- for 3rd year (if retained and upgraded to SRF). 

(iv) H.R.A. applicable as per rules will also be admissible.

(v) The fellowship will be offered initially for a period of two years and based on

performance, it may be terminated at the end of second year or extended for 3rd and

4th year, if required.

(vi) The offer of fellowship will under no circumstances confer on the candidates any

right for absorption in DRDO.

(vii) The candidates may   be   allowed   to   register   for   Ph.D.   with   any University/

Institution during the tenure of fellowship.

(viii) No fare/expenditure will be paid for attending the interview or for joining, if

selected.

(ix) Interested candidates may bring their application (giving complete Bio-Data)

alongwith attested copies of proof of Date of Birth, Aadhar Card, 10th marksheet, 12th

Marksheet, Degree Certificates, Testimonials and Caste Certificates (if applicable),

Photographs.

(x) CANDIDATES MUST BRING THEIR ORIGINAL CERTIFICATES AT THE TIME

OF INTERVIEW, IN THE ABSENCE OF WHICH THEY WILL NOT BE INTERVIEWED

AND THEIR CANDIDATURE WILL STAND CANCELLED.

(xi) The number of vacancies may vary without prior intimation.

(xii) Separate waiting list will be prepared subject-wise, based on the interviews to be

held in December 2018, which will remain valid for one year from the date of

publication of results. Any vacancy arising during this period or in subsequent period

till validity of waiting list will be offered to the candidates in these waiting lists.

Applicant Details

1. Name : ...............................................

2. Father’s Name : ............................................... 

3. Date of Birth (dd/mm/yyyy) : ...............................................

4. Permanent Address : ...............................................

5. Present Address : ...............................................

6. Mobile No. : ...............................................

7. Email Id : ...............................................

8. Category Gen/OBC/SC/ST : ...............................................

9. Educational Qualification (12th onwards)

Examination Subjects University/Board Year of Division/ CGPA

Passed Passing

10. Experience :-

Post held Name of Last Pay/ From To Reason for leaving

Organisation Stipend

11. Qualified Score UGC/CSIR/NICT/Govt.

..............................................................

Signature of the candidate with date

davp 10301/11/0167/1819 EN 34/74
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EN 34/4

No. A-12025/3/2015-SA

Government of India

Ministry of Consumer Affairs

Food & Public Distribution

Department of Food & Public

Distribution
VACANCY CIRCULAR

Applications are invited from the eligible officers for filling up one

vacant post of Assistant Professor (Physical Chemistry), a

General Central Service, Group 'A' Gazetted, Non-Ministerial post

in Level-11 of  the  Pay  Matrix ( PB-3: Rs. 15,600-39,100 + Grade

Pay Rs. 6,600/-, as per 6th CPC) at National Sugar Institute,

Kanpur, a sub-ordinate office in the Department of Food & Public

Distribution, Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food & Public

Distribution, by Composite method: Deputation (including short

term contract) plus Promotion. Details of the post, eligibility

conditions etc. may be accessed from the Department's website:

www.dfpd.nic.in

2. Applications of only such officers/ candidates will be considered

as are routed through proper channel and are accompanied by:-

(i) * Bio-data alongwith certification by the Employer/ Cadre

Controlling Authority.

(ii) Photocopies of ACR/ APARs for the last five (5) years duly

attested on each page by an officer not below the rank of Under

Secretary.

(*) as per prescribed proforma available on the website.

3. Applications of suitable and eligible officers and who can be

spared immediately in the event of selection may be sent directly to

the Under Secretary (SA), Department of Food & Public

Distribution, Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food & Public

Distribution, (Room No. 258), Krishi Bhawan, New Delhi - 110

001 within a period of 60 days from the date of issue/ publication of

this advertisement in the Employment News.

(Rakesh Kumar)

Under Secretary to the Government of India

EN 34/17 Tel. No.: 23383943

»§Ê. ‚¥./File No. : A-35020/02/2018-ISTM

÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U/Government of India

‚ÁøflÊ‹ÿ ¬˝Á‡ÊˇÊáÊ ÃÕÊ ¬˝’¥äÊ ‚¥SÕÊŸ
Institute of Secretariat

Training & Management
(•Êß¸U∞‚•Ê 9001—2015 ‚¥SÕÊ/AN ISO 9001:2015 Institution)

∑§ÊÁ◊¸∑§ ∞fl¥ ¬˝Á‡ÊˇÊáÊ Áfl÷Êª/Department of Personnel & Training

¬˝‡ÊÊ‚ÁŸ∑§ é‹ÊÚ∑§-∞, ¡. Ÿ. Áfl. ¬Á⁄U‚⁄U (¬È⁄UÊŸÊ)
Administrative Block-A, JNU Campus (Old)

•Ê‹Ê»§ ¬ÊÀ◊ ◊Êª¸, Ÿß¸U ÁŒÀÀÊË-110067
Olof Palme Marg

New Delhi-110067

ŒÍ⁄U÷Ê·/Telephone-011-26104038, ≈U‹Ë»Ò§Ä‚/Fax-011-26104183
Dated: 31st July, 2018

Subject : Filling up of one faculty Post of Deputy Director (Office

Management) on Deputation basis in the Institute of Secretariat

Training and Management, New Delhi-Reg.

Applications are invited for filling up of one faculty post of Deputy

Director (Office Management) by appointment on deputation basis

in the level-11(Rs. 67700-208700/-) of the Pay Matrix (pre-revised

PB-3 Rs.15600-39100/- GP Rs. 6600/-) from amongst suitable and

eligible officers working under Central Government.

2. The officer selected shall be entitled to ‘training allowance’ on

her/his Basic Pay drawn at such rate as may be determined by the

Government of India from time to time [At present training allowance

is 12%]

3. Details of the eligibility conditions for appointment to the

vacant posts in ISTM and the prescribed Proforma in which

applications can be sent may be downloaded from this

Department’s website : www.persmin.nic.in as well as from the

ISTM website : www.istm.gov.in.

4. Applications of only such officers/candidates will be considered

which are routed through proper channel and are accompanied by

(i) Bio-data (in quadruplicate) in the proforma given in Annexure-Il

and (ii) Cadre Clearance.

5. The applications of suitable and eligible officers who can

be spared immediately in the event of selection may be sent to

Shri Syed Imran Ahmed, Under Secretary (Training) Training

Division, Block-IV, 3rd Floor, JNU (OLD) Campus, New

Delhi-110067 within a period of 60 days from the date of publication

of this advertisement in the Employment News.

(P. P. Ambashta)

Deputy Director (Admn)

Tel : 26102597

EN 34/15
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EN 34/10 EN 34/8

Council of Scientific and Industrial Research

National Aerospace Laboratories
P.B. No. 1779, HAL Airport Road, Kodihalli, Bengaluru - 560017

Advt.No.4/2018 Date: 24-11-2018

CSIR-NAL, a constituent laboratory of CSIR, New Delhi invites application from experienced and talented

consultants as per the details given below:

Name of the Positions Age No. of Division Term Qualification 

& Scale of Pay Post

Consultant (i) Not Less 1 ACD One year Diploma in Mechanical Engineering

Rs. 45,000/- per month than 45 or equivalent and who have 3 years

(consolidated) years of minimum experience.

Consultant (ii) Not Less 1 ACD One year Diploma in Mechanical Engineering

Rs. 45,000/- per month than 70 or equivalent and who have 15 

(consolidated) years years of experience

Check list for application providing list of documents to be attached with the application: Age Proof,

Education Qualification - Marks card, Experience Certificates etc. 

For complete details of advt. please visit CSIR-NAL website www.nal.res.in. Last date of receiving

offline application is 23.12.2018

Controller of Administration

ISO : 9001:2008 

Certified

Government of India

Ministry of Development of North Eastern Region

North Eastern Council Secretariat 
Nongrim Hills : Shillong-793003

Advertisement No. ADMN-13012/4/2017-ADMN
Dated: 10 October, 2018

The North Eastern Council Secretariat is looking for the services of suitable officers for

filling up 01 (one) post of Draftsman Grade I on deputation basis in the Pay Scale of

Rs. 4500-125-7000/- (5th CPC)/ PB-1 Rs. 5200-20200/- plus Grade Pay of Rs. 2800/-

(6th CPC) corresponding to Pay Scale of Rs. 29200-92300/- (Level-5) of the Pay Matrix

as per 7th CPC. The details of the post are as under :

1. Method of : By daputation.

Recruitment Officers under the Central or State or Union Territories 

and Eligibility Government holding analogous post or post in the lower 

Criteria grade, in the same grade in the scale of Rs. 4000-6000/-

(5th CPC)/PB-1, Rs. 5200-20,200/- + GP Rs. 2400/- (6th 

CPC) corresponding in Pay Scale of Rs. 25500-81100/- 

(Level-4) of the 7th CPC Pay Matrix with five years' regular 

service in the grade.

2. Period of : Period of deputation including period of deputation in another 

deputation ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this appointment

in the same or some other organisation/department of the 

Central Government shall not ordinarily exceed 3 years.

3. Job requir- : (a) Create technical drawings based on given specifi-

ement/Duties cations and calculations.

and Respon- (b) Make necessary calculations for drawing development. 

sibilities of (c) Transform AUTOCAD drawings into 3D drawings.

the post (d) Estimating construction costs.

(e) Check plans.

(f) Maintenance of T&C library and records.

(g) Perform other duties and responsibilities as may be 

assigned from time to time by the Sectoral Head.

The pay and other terms and conditions of deputation will be regulated in accordance

with DOPT O.M. No. 6/8/2009-Estt. (Pay-ll) dated 17/06/2010 as amended from time to

time. Cadre authorities/Head of Departments are requested to forward applications of

eligible and willing candidates whose services can be spared on deputation basis

immediately on selection so as to reach the undersigned within 60 days from the date

of publication of this advertisement in the Employment News. For Curriculum Vitae

(Annexure-I) and other details, the candidates are advised to visit and download from

the NEC website http://necouncil.gov.in.

Note : The candidates applying for the post would not be allowed to withdraw their

candidature subsequently.

LIST OF ENCLOSURES TO BE ACCOMPANIED WITH THE

APPLICATION/CERTIFICATES TO BE GIVEN BY THE OFFICE/DEPARTMENT

WHILE FORWARDING THE APPLICATION.

1. Application in prescribed format Annexure-I duly completed, signed by the

applicant, and countersigned by  the cadre/Appointing authority.

2. Attested copies of ACRs/APARs for the last five (5) years duly attested on each

page with seal by an officer not below the rank of Under Secretary to the Govt. of

India or equivalent.

3. Integrity Certificate.

4. Vigilance Clearance.

5. Cadre Clearance Certificate.

6. Major or minor penalty certificate for the last 10 years of his/her service.

7. A certificate to the effect that the particulars furnished by the applicant have been

verified and found correct as per service records.

(L. Beimopha)

Deputy Secretary (Admn)

EN 34/13 Ph. No.. 0364-2522647

⁄UÊc≈˛UËÿ flŸS¬ÁÃ SflÊSâÿ ¬˝’¥äÊŸ ‚¥SÕÊŸ

National Institute of Plant

Health Management
Department of Agriculture, Cooperation & Farmers Welfare

Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare, GOI

Rajendranagar, Hyderabad-500030, Telangana, INDIA

Telephone : 9140-24015374, Tele-Fax: 9140-24015346 

e-mail: niphm@nic.in, http://niphm.gov.in

Advertisement No. 08/2018

National institute of Plant Health Management (NIPHM) invites applications for the

post of Assistant Director (Pest Surveillance)- Reserved for PWD. The gist of pay and

the number of posts are given below.

QUALIFICATIONS & EXPERIENCE FOR DIRECT RECRUITMENT:

Name of the Position Assistant Director (Pest Surveillance)

Mode of Recruitment Direct Recruitment

Reservation Reserved to Persons with Disability- Hearing Handi-

capped/Orthopedically Handicapped (PWD-HH/OH)

Scale of Pay/Pay in Pay Level-10 (Rs. 56100-177500)

Matrix (7th CPC)

Upper Age limit 45 years

ESSENTIAL:

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

A First Class or High Second Class (5.7 OGPA and above) Master's Degree in

a. Agriculture/Horticulture with specialization/research area in Plant Pathology/

Entomology/Nematology OR

b. Plant Pathology/Entomology. OR

c. Botany with specialization in Plant Pathology. OR

d. Zoology with specialization in Entomology / Nematology.

EXPERIENCE

Minimum work experience of 4 years (2 years for candidates with Ph.D) in Plant

Protection work.

Experience in Research, teaching/training in the respective fields will also be

considered. 

DESIRABLE:

1. Advanced Training in Pest Surveillance.

2. Ph.D. in the relevant subject.

The full details of educational qualifications, experience, age and other eligibility

criteria, duties for appointment on Direct Recruitment for the post along with application

proforma may be accessed from web http://niphm.gov.in.

Last Date for receipt of applications: 30 days from the date of publication of

advertisement in Employment News.

EN 34/19 REGISTRAR
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University Grants Commission
Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg, New Delhi-110002

Hiring of Consultants (On Contract Basis) for Distance Education Bureau

The University Grants Commission (UGC), New Delhi invites online applications for

hiring Consultants in the following category to perform the various functions of

Distance Education Bureau (DEB) :-

Category No. of Posts Range Consultancy fee*

Junior Consultants 08 Rs. 40,000 - 50,000/ p.m.

* to be decided by the Competent Authority at the time of selection.

Eligibility criteria, qualification and other details can be accessed from UGC website

www.ugc.ac.in. Last date for filling up the online application is 30.11.2018. Last date

for receiving the hard copies of application through proper channel (if

applicable) is 07.12.2018. The applicalion may be sent to the Deputy Secretary

(Admn), Room No. 326, University Grants Commission, Bahadur Shah Zafar

Marg, New Delhi - 110002. Prof. Rajnish Jain

Secretary, UGC

davp 21205/11/0028/1819 EN 34/63

File No.A.12026/2/2018-E. III

Government of India 

Ministry of

Water

Resources

River

Development &

Ganga

Rejuvenation

Refer Vacancy Circular

published in Employment

News dated 11-17 August,

2018, the last date of receipt of

applications for filling up of one

(01) post of Secretary in the

pay band-4 of Rs. 37400-

67,000 plus grade pay of Rs.

8900/- (6th CPC Scale) (Level-

13A in 7th CPC) in the

Brahmaputra Board, Guwahati

a statutory body of this Ministry

on deputation (including short

term contract) basis is

extended for a period of 60

days from the date of issue

of this circular or publication

of this advertisement in the

Employment News

whichever is later. The

detailed vacancy circular is

available on this Ministry's

website - mowr.gov.in. The

candidates applied earlier need

not apply again.

(Shalini Juneja) 

Under Secretary to the

Government of India

EN 34/60

Department of Microbiology
University of Delhi, South Campus 

Benito Juarez Road

New Delhi-110021

Applications are invited on plain paper with a copy of bio-data for

the posts of Research Associates and Lab Attendant in DBT and

DRDO funded projects.

1. Two RA: Ph.D. in any area of Life Science with experience in

recombinant DNA technology and fermentation. Emoluments will

be as per government rules and can vary with post-doctoral

experience.

2. One LA (Rs. 15,070 consolidated): Minimum matriculation with

prior experience of working in a Microbiology Lab.

Apply within 15 days of publication of this advertisement to PI

Prof. Rani Gupta (ranigupta.udsc@gmail.com). For detailed

advertisement, go to: www.du.ac.in.

EN 34/61

Petroleum & Natural Gas

Regulatory Board
1st Floor, World Trade Centre, New Delhi - 110001

Tel. No. : 011-23457700, Fax No. 011-23709151

www.pngrb.gov.in

No: S-Admn/51/2018 9th November, 2018

NOTICE FOR APPOINTMENT OF INDIVIDUAL CONSULTANTS

ON CONTRACT BASIS

The Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board invites

applications for various positions of Individual Consultants in Engg/

Finance/Commercial & Legal Divisions, on contract basis. The

details are available at the website of the PNGRB:

www.pngrb.gov.in under the scrolling window 'what's new'.

Joint Adviser (AKG)

dvap 33112/11/0030/1819 EN 34/79

No. A. 12025/1/2018-Admn.II

Government of India 

National Institution for

Transforming India

NIT I Bhavan,Sansad Marg

New Delhi- 110001

Subject: Recruitment to 7

posts of Joint Adviser /Deputy

Adviser in Level - 13 or Level -

12 in Pay Matrix in the NITI

Aayog on deputation

(including short-term

contract) / Promotion basis. 

Government of India, National

Institution for Transforming India

(NITI Aayog) invites applications

for 7 Posts of Joint Adviser /

Deputy Adviser in Level - 13 in

the Pay Matrix (Rs.1,23,100 -

Rs.2,15,900) or Level - 12 in Pay

Matrix (Rs. 78800/- Rs.2,09,200)

on Deputation (including short-

term contract) / promotion basis

from the eligible officers working

in the Central Government or

State Governments or Union

Territories or recognised

Universities or Research

Institution or Public-Sector

Undertakings or Autonomous

Organisations or Statutory

Organisations. The details relating

to the posts as well as the

requisite eligibility conditions and

the procedure for apply for these

posts are available on NITI

Aayog’s website niti.gov.in under

the link Career (http://niti.gov.in/

career/recruitment).

2. The closing date of receipt of

application in NITI Aayog will be

45 days from the date of

publication of this advertisement

in the Employment News.

Dinesh Kochher

Under Secretary 

(Admn.IA & II) 

Ph. No. 23096521

davp 54101/11/0027/1819 EN 34/67

University Grants Commission
Bahadurshah Zafar Marg

New Delhi-110002

ADVERTISEMENT

ENGAGEMENT AS CONSULTANT ON CONTRACT BASIS IN

THE INSTITUTIONS OF EMINENCE SECRETARIAT OF UGC

Instituions of Eminence (loE) launched with an objective to provide

world class teaching and research facilities to Indian students

within the country and enhance general level of education of the

country.

Institutions of Eminence Secretariat invites for the applications for

the posts of consultants on contractual basis. For eligibility,

mode of selection and other details, please logon to UGC website :

www.ugc.ac.in/jobs.

Secretary, UGC

davp 21205/11/0024/1819 EN 34/78

Sainik School Imphal
(Under Ministry of Defence)

Pangei, Imphal 

East District (Manipur); Pin - 795114

1.         Applications are invited for the following post on regular basis:-

S.No. Name of Post Age Qualifications Pay Scale

1. Librarian 21-35 yrs (a) Graduate with Degree/ Rs. 9300-34800 

as on 31 Diploma in Library Science + Grade Pay of

Dec 2018 from a recognised Institution. Rs. 4600/-

(b) Ability to converse fluently

in English

2. Quartermaster 18-50 yrs (a) BA/B.Com Rs. 5200-20200 

as on 31 (b) At least 5 years' experience + Grade Pay

Dec 2018 as UDC Store or as Quarter- of Rs. 2800/-

master or an Ex-serviceman 

preferably a JCO with at least 

10 years' experience in handling

and accounting of stores.

2. Allowances and Perquisites: Rent free accommodation, Pay Band, Grade Pay,

Transport Allowance with DA, Medical Allowance, Subsidised education upto two

children, LTC, Bonus, New Pension Scheme etc., as per Sainik Schools Society Rules

and Regulations.

3. Other Conditions:-

(a)     In consonance with Sainik Schools Society Rules & Regulations.

(b)     Job is transferable with All India Liability.

(c)     Selected candidate should be ready to take responsibilities usual to a residen-

tial school.

4. Apply on plain paper with passport size photo, bio-data to include name, address,

telephone/mobile number/e-mail ID/STD Code, Date of Birth, Status (Gen/Def/ SC/ST),

academic records with percentage upto highest degree, co-curricular activities and

level of participation in games & sports, NCC, experience certificate(s) with exact date

and institution(s) served. Applications should be accompanied by one A/C payee

Demand Draft of Rs. 500/- (non refundable) in favour of Principal, Sainik School

Imphal.

5. Applications with attested copies of documents alongwith self-addressed envelope

with postage stamp of Rs. 5/- affixed must reach Principal, Sainik School, Post Box

No. 21, Imphal - 795001 (Manipur) within 15 days of publication of this

advertisement. School will not be responsible for postal delay or missing of envelope.

Only short-listed candidates will be called for Written Test and Interview. No TA/DA will

be admissible for attending the Written Test/Interview. The school administration

reserves the right to cancel the vacancy due to administrative/policy reasons.

Principal/-

EN 34/14 Sainik School Imphal

www.Jobriya.com
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EN 34/23

IMPORTANT NOTICE
We take utmost care in publishing result of the various competitive examinations conducted by the

UPSC, SSC, Railway Recruitment Boards etc. Candidates are however advised to check with official

notification/gazette. Employment News will not be responsible for any printing error going

inadvertently.

EN 34/29

⁄UÊC˛Ëÿ äÊ˝ÈflËÿ ∞fl¥ ‚◊ÈŒ˝Ë •ŸÈ‚¥äÊÊŸ ∑§ãŒ˝

ESSO-National Centre for Polar & Ocean Research
Headland Sada, Mormugao, Vasco-da-Gama, Goa-403 804(www.ncaor.gov.in)

The Director, NCPOR (formerly NCAOR) invites online applications from eligible and prospective

Indian Nationals for filling up the following positions on temporary contract basis at NCPOR.

Sl. Name of the Post Consolidated emoluments (*) Reservation Total Max.

No. UR SC ST OBC Posts Age

1. Project Scientist B Rs. 60413/- (Consolidated) 10 03 02 05 20 35

2. Junior Research Fellow Rs. 25000 + HRA as applicable 03 -- -- -- 03 28

3. Project Scientific Assistant Rs.35640/- (Consolidated) 02 -- -- -- 02 28

4. Executive  Assistant - Rs.35400 + HRA as applicable 01 -- -- -- 01 35

Finance & Accounts - 

5. Executive     Assistant - Rs.35400 + HRA as applicable -- 01 -- -- 01 35

Purchase & Stores

(*) Emoluments subject to revision.

For eligibility and other conditions applicants may visit website www.ncaor.gov.in. The last  date of

submission of online application is 27.12.2018 (Thursday) 

ÁflôÊÊ¬Ÿ ‚¥— ∞Ÿ‚Ë¬Ë•Ê•Ê⁄/46/18 (S Anoop)U
Administrative Officer

•¬ŸÊ Œ‡Ê ÷Ë ‚Ê»§ „UÊ, ßU‚◊¥ „U◊ ‚’∑§Ê ‚ÊÕ „UÊ.
EN 34/6

F. No.16-8/2014-DDRC 

Government of India

Ministry of Social Justice &
Empowerment 

Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities

Applications from suitable candidates are invited for the post of

Chief Commissioner for Persons with disabilities (CCPD), a

statutory authority under Section 74(1) of Rights of Persons with

Disabilities Act, 2016, Head quarters at New Delhi, on fixed salary

of Rs. 225000/- p.m. plus allowances as admissible to Secretary to

Government of India.

2. CCPD has been entrusted to Identify, suo motu or otherwise, the

provisions of any law or policy, programme and procedures, which

are inconsistent with the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (RPwD)

Act, 2016 and recommend necessary corrective steps, to monitor

the utilization of funds distributed by the Central Government, to

take steps to safeguard the rights and facilities made available to

persons with disabilities and to submit report to the Central

Government on the implementation of the RPwD Act, 2016.

3. Age limit: Not exceeding 60 years as on 01.01.2019.

4. Educational qualification:

Essential: Graduate from a recognized University.

Desirable: Provided that preference shall be given to persons

having recognized degree or diploma in social work or law or

management or human rights or rehabilitation or education of

persons with disabilities.

5. EXPERIENCE: he is having experience of at least twenty-five

years in a Group "A" level post in the Central Government or a State

Government or a public sector undertaking or a semi-Government

or an autonomous body dealing with disability matters or social

sector or as a senior level functionary in registered national and

international voluntary organizations in the field of disability or

social development:

6. Mode of Recruitment: Direct appointment. In case of

Central/State Government employee, he/she shall seek retirement

from such service before appointment.

7. Term: On full time basis for a period of three years. A person may

serve as Chief Commissioner for a maximum period of two terms

subject to the upper age limit of sixty five years.

Detailed powers, duties and functions of CCPD and eligibility

criteria along with all other relevant details including the application

form are available at Department's website:

www.disabilityaffairs.nic.in.

Candidates fulfilling the eligibility criteria may apply in the

prescribed proforma together with supporting documents to Shri

Vikash Prasad, Director, Department of Empowerment of

Persons with Disabilities, Ministry of Social Justice and

Empowerment, Room No. 519, B-2 Wing, 5th Floor, Pt.

Deendayal Antyodaya Bhavan, CGO Complex, Lodhi Road,

New Delhi-110003 within 30 days of publication of this

advertisement.

davp 38117/11/0102/1819 EN 34/70

www.Jobriya.com

www.Jobriya.com
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EN 34/32

Jawaharlal Nehru University 
New Delhi-110067

Advt.No.2/RC (NT)/2018

Applications are invited from eligible bonafide Indian Citizens for filling up of the

following non-teaching posts on Deputation Basis in the Jawaharlal Nehru

University (JNU), New Delhi as per details given below:-

S.No. Name and Pay Band of the Post No. of Posts

1. Deputy Registrar Level-12, Rs. 78800-209200 [Pre-revised 01 

Pay Band-3 (Rs. 15600 -39,100) Plus Grade Pay Rs.7600/-]

2 Section Officer Level-7, Rs. 44900- 142400 [Pre-revised 01 

Pay Band-2 (Rs.9300 - 34800) Plus Grade Pay Rs. 4600/-]

3. Senior Assistant Level-6, Rs. 35400-112400 [Pre-revised 01 

Pay Band-2 (Rs.9300 - 34800) Plus Grade Pay Rs. 4200/-]

4. Stenographer Level-4, Rs.25500-81100 [Pre-revised 01 

Pay Band-1 (Rs. 5200 - 20200) Plus Grade Pay Rs.2400/-]

For essential eligibility criteria and other general terms and conditions. Please visit

JNU website www.jnu.ac.in/career/.

The eligible and interested persons may apply in the format available in the University

website www.jnu.ac.in and may forward the application duly completed along with

requisite documents, so as to reach to the Office of the Assistant Registrar

(Recruitment Cell), Room No. 132, Administrative Block, Jawaharlal Nehru

University, New Mehrauli Road, New Delhi-110067 latest by 24th December, 2018

(upto 5:30 PM). Application received after due date will not be entertained.

REGISTRAR 

EN 34/20 JAWAHARLAL NEHRU UNIVERSITY

Government of India 

National Board for Higher Mathematics
Department of Atomic Energy

Anushakti Bhavan, C.S.M. Marg

Mumbai-400001 

E-mail: psmsnbhm@dae.gov.in,msnbhm@dae.gov.in

Website: www.nbhm.dae.gov.in

Scholarships for Pursuing Doctoral Program(Ph.D) in

Mathematics for the Academic year 2019-20.

The National Board for Higher Mathematics (NBHM) invites

applications to appear for the joint screening test for (i) the grant of

NBHM scholarships to students for pursuing research for a Ph.D.

degree in mathematics and (ii) admissions to the Ph.D./ Integrated

Ph.D. programmes of certain institutions in India which include the

Harish-Chandra Research Institute (HRI), Allahabad, the Indian

Institute of Science Education and Research (IISER), Pune, the

Institute of Mathematical Sciences (IMSc). Chennai, and the

National Institute of Science Education and Research (NISER).

Bhubaneswar.

For full details regarding eligibility criteria, screening test and

application procedure, see the NBHM website as well as the

website of the institutions mentioned above (www.hri.res.in,

www.iiserpune.ac.in, www.imsc.res.in and www.niser.ac.in).

Last date for receipt of completed applications is December, 7,

2018. Date of screening test is January 19, 2019.

EN 34/28

Sainik School Purulia
P.O. Sainik School-723104, Dist Purulia (WB)

www.sainikschoolpurulia.com

VACANCY
SI. Name of No. of Eligibility Pay Band/ Age

No.    Post Vacancy Salary 

Essential Qualification : Rs.9300- 21-

Master's Degree in Maths and 34800 with 35

B.Ed from a recognized GP 4800/ yrs  

University. as on

DESIRABLE : (i) Atleast five 01.12.

years teaching experience in 2018

01 PGT 01 English Medium recognized

(MATHS) - (Reserved school preferably affiliated to

Regular for OBC) CBSE. (ii) CTET or TET

Basis qualified.

(iii) Proficiency in Games & 

Sports,NCC,Co-curricular 

activities. 

(iv) Knowledge in Computer

Applications.

Note :- In case of non availability of suitable candidate of OBC category, the post will

be filled by the General/SC/ST category as per Sainik Schools Society Rule and

Regulations. Candidates of General, SC & ST category may also apply.

02. Allowances and Perquisites: Rent free accommodation, Transport & Medical

Allowances, Subsidized Educations for two children, NPS and Gratuity etc. as per

Sainik Schools Society Rules & Regulations.

03. Application (as per the format given in the school website

www.sainikschoolpurulia.com is to be forwarded to the Principal, Sainik School

Purulia, along with bio data, attested copies of certificates, two recent passport size

photographs, one unstamped self-addressed envelope, and a bank DD / Bankers

Cheque (Non-refundable) of Rs. 400/- for General /OBC and Rs. 200/- for SC/ST

candidate drawn in favour of "Principal, Sainik School Purulia". Application must

reach to this school within 21 days from the date of publication. Post is transferable on

all India basis. Only short listed candidates will be called for written test and interview.

No TA/DA admissible for attending test/interview. The school administration

reserves the right to cancel the vacancy or change the terms and conditions due to

administrative reasons.

EN 34/2

EN 34/11

www.Jobriya.com

www.Jobriya.com
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No. 24011/02/2018-Estt(B)

Government of India

Ministry of Personnel, Public
Grievances and Pensions

(Department of Personnel and Training)

Applications are invited for one (1) post of Member, Staff Selection Commission

(SSC) in the Joint Secretary level, under this Department on deputation basis. The

eligibility conditions and other details are contained in the vacancy circular displayed

in the Department's website https://dopt.gov.in/. Interested candidates may apply in

the format prescribed in the vacancy circular. Last date of receipt of applications is

31.12.2018.

davp 32201/11/0009/1819 EN 34/40

EN 34/27

Govt. of India

Ministry of Defence
Indian Ordnance Factories

Ordnance Factory, Kalpi Road, Kanpur

NOTICE
No.1777/DR/IEs/CS

Sub : Scrapping of the recruitment process for 100 posts of labourers. Ref: Advt no.

Davp 10201/11/2800/1213, EN 50/39 16-22 March 2013.

On administrative ground the recruitment process initiated  with reference to the

above advertisement has been scrapped.

This is for information of all.

(Anupma Tripathi)

Addl. General Manager 

For Sr. General Manager

davp 10201/11/0031/1819 EN 34/39

www.Jobriya.com

www.Jobriya.com
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No.315/RC/SSB/Advt/2018/7182

Applications are invited in the prescribed proforma (Annexure-A, copy enclosed) from

eligible Officers for filling up for the post of Commandant (Communication) a Group

‘A’ post in Sashastra Seema Bal on deputation/re-employment basis, as per-eligibility

criteria given below :-

Post, Pay Scale and number of vacancies 

Rank- Comdt.(Commn.)

Pay Scale : PB-4, (Rs. 37400-67000/-) + GP- Rs. 8700/- (pre-revised) Pay Matrix

Level-13 (Revised)

No. of Post :- 07, Vacancy   at :- FHQ SSB New Delhi-01, FTR Hqrs Ranikhet-

01, FTR Hqrs Lucknow-01, FTR Hqrs Patna-01, FTR Hqrs Siliguri-01, FTR Hqrs

Guwahati-01, FTR Hqrs Tezpur-01

Eligibility criteria :

By promotion failing which by deputation/re-employment. 

Deputation : (a) Officer of the Central Armed Police Forces or State Police holding

analogous posts on regular basis in the Pay Band-4 (Rs. 37400-67000/-) plus Grade

Pay Rs. 8700/-; and

(b) Possessing the following qualifications namely :-

(i) Should possess Degree in Telecommunication Engineering or Electronics &

Communication Engineering or Electronics from a recognized University or Institute

or Associate Member of the Institution of Electronics and Telecommunication

Engineer or Associate Member of the Institution of Engineers or equivalent or M.Sc in

Electronics or Telecommunication or Information Technology or Computer Science or

equivalent from a recognized University or All India Council for Technical Education

approved Institution; and

(ii) Should be in Medical Category SHAPE-l.     

Note-1 : The departmental candidates in the feeder category who are in the direct line

of promotion shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputation.

Similarly, deputationist shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment by

promotion.

Note-2 : The period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre

post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or other Organization

or Department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not exceed three years.

Note-3 : The Upper age limit for appointment by deputation shall not be exceeding

fifty two years as on the closing date of receipt of application.

Note-4 : For purposes of appointment on deputation basis, the service rendered on a

regular basis by an officer prior to 1st January, 2006 or the date from which the

revised pay structure based on the Sixth Central Pay Commission recommendation

has been extended, shall be deemed to be service rendered in the corresponding

grade pay or pay scale extended based on the recommendations of the Commission

except where there has been merger of more than one pre-revised scale of pay into

one grade with a common grade pay or pay scale, and where this benefit will extend

only for the post or posts for which that grade pay or pay scale is the normal

replacement grade without any up gradation.

For Ex-Servicemen Deputation or re-employment : By deputation or re-

employment of released or retired Armed Forces Officers who have held analogous

post in the Telecommunication service and should be in the Medical category

SHAPE-I

Note :- The Armed Forces Officers due to retire or who are to be transferred to

reserve within a period of one year, shall also be considered. Such Officers shall be

given deputation terms up to the date on which they are due for

release/superannuation from the Armed Forces; thereafter they may continue on re-

employment. (Re-employment up to the age of superannuation with reference to

the post in the organization.)

Applications of willing and eligible officers may please be forwarded in prescribed

format (Annexure-A), in duplicate, to- the Assistant Director(Pers-IV), Directorate

General, Sashastra Seema Bal, East Block-V, R.K. Puram, New Delhi-110066

within 60 days from the date of publication of this advertisement in the

‘Employment News’.

Applications which are not accompanied by Part-B of Annexure-I, will not be

entertained. Applications received after cutoff date will not be entertained. Officers

who are selected for the above posts, will not be permitted to withdraw their names

after selection. The competent authority reserves the right for any amendment,

cancellation the change in this advertisement in whole or part thereof without

assigning any reason. During the period of deputation, deputationist will be governed

by SSB Act & Rules and other instructions issued from time to time.

Assistant Director (Rectt) 

FHQ SSB New Delhi

ANNEXURE-A

PART-A

APPLICATION FORM FOR THE POST OF

1. Name (in block Ietter) : ........................................................

2. Rank : ........................................................

3. Name of the Office/Department/Ministry : ........................................................ 

where working (in block letter)

4. Date of birth (in Christian era) : ........................................................

5. Date of appointment in Government : ........................................................

Service (in Christian era)

6. Date of retirement under Central/State : ........................................................ 

Government rules (in Christian era)

7. Medical category : ........................................................

8. Present Pay Scale : ........................................................

9. Educational Qualifications                           : ........................................................

10. Date of promotion in present rank : ........................................................

11. Nature of present employment, (whether : ........................................................ 

ad-hoc or temporary or permanent)

12. Details of employment, in chronological order (Enclose a separate sheet, duly

authenticated by candidate’s signature, if the space below is insufficient).

Name of Organisation/ Post held From To Pay Band + Nature of duties

Office Grade Pay

13. Additional information, if any, which you would like to mention in support of your

suitability for the post. Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient.

14. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you, you meet the

requirement of the post.

15. Whether belongs to SC/ST/OBC

16. Remarks

Date :-

Telephone/Mobile. No. : - Signature of the candidate

Email ID : -

Residential address : -

PART-B

Certificate/information to be given by the Head of Office/Employer of the applicant

1. It is certified that the particulars furnished by the Officer in Part-A, are correct as 

per the service records.

2. It is  certified  that no disciplinary/vigilance case is pending or contemplated against

the officer and he/she is clear from the vigilance angle.

3. His/her integrity is certified.

4. It is certified that no major or minor penalties have been imposed on the officer dur

ing the last 10 years.

5. It is certified that Officer is medically SHAPE I.

6. APAR gradings for last 05 years in respect of the officer are as under : -

APAR gradings for last five vears

Name of the Officer 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17

7. The Officer will be relieved from his duties to take up assignment in SSB on his/her

selection in SSB on deputation basis.

Head of Office/Employer with seal

CERTIFICATE

It     is     to     certify     that     I, Rank........................... Name ............................Police

Force (Name  of organization)   .......................... Opt/not opt for trial under SSB Act and

Rules during deputation period in SSB.

Signature.

Rank ..............

Name .............

Department/Unit.

davp 19114/11/0005/1819 EN 34/46

Government of India 

Ministry of Home Affairs
Directorate General, Sashastra Seema Bal 

East Block-V, R.K. Puram, New Delhi-110066

Secretariat of the Election Commission of India
Nirvachan Sadan,  Ashoka Road, New Delhi-110001

No. 193/3/2017(Dep)(Doc)/CIR/ECI/FUNC/ADMN Dated: 31.10.2018

CIRCULAR

Election Commission of India proposes to fill following posts on deputation basis in various Pay Levels

in the Secretariat of the Election Commission of India:

SI. No. Name of the Post No. of Post Level of Pay Matrix

1. Joint Director (Law) 01 Level 12 [Rs. 78,800-2,09,200] of the Pay Matrix

2. Deputy Director (Law) 01 Level 11 [Rs. 67,700-2,08,700] of the Pay Matrix

3. Assistant Director (Law) 04 Level 10 [Rs. 56,100-1,77,500] of the Pay Matrix

4. Assistant Director 02 Level 10 [Rs. 56,100-1,77,500] of the Pay Matrix

(Electoral Rolls)

2. Officers of Government of India/State Governments, PSUs,

Chief Electoral Officer(CEO)/District Electoral Officer (DEO) and

Election Commission of lndia (ECI) below 56 years of age as on

closing date i.e. 28.11.2018 and possessing

qualifications/experience as laid in circulars are eligible to apply

for the posts. For details please visit the website of the

Commission www.eci.nic.in under the link

(https://eci.nic.in/eci_main1Current/ Recruitment_

29102018.pdf.

(B. C. PATRA) 

SECRETARY

davp 52101/11/0008/1819 EN 34/47
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F. No. 8-8/2018 M-II

Government of India

Ministry of Culture
Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi

Filling up the post of Director General, National Research Laboratory for

Conservation of Cultural Property (NRLC), Lucknow under Ministry of Culture on

Deputation (including Short-Term Contract) or on Contract basis.

Applications are invited for appointment to the post of Director General, NRLC in the

Pay Band-4 Rs. 37400-67000 Grade Pay Rs. 10000/- (Level-14 of the pay matrix of

the 7th CPC), General Central Service (Group 'A') Gazetted, Non-Ministerial on

Deputation (Including Short-Term Contract) or on Contract basis.

1. Eligibility

Deputation including Short-Term Contract

Officers of the Central Government or the State governments or union territories or

public sector undertakings or universities or recognized research institutions or

statutory and autonomous organisations:

(a) (i) holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent cadre or department; or

(ii) with three years service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a

regular basis in posts in the Pay Band-4 Rs. 37400-67000 plus grade pay of Rs. 8700

(Level-13 of the pay matrix of the 7th CPC) in the parent cadre or department, and

(b) possessing the following educational qualifications and experience:-

Essential

(i) Master's degree in Chemical/Physical/Biological/Environmental/Earth Sciences or

Bachelor's degree in Engineering or Technology with specialisation in Metallurgy or

Material Science from a recognised University; and

(ii) Fifteen (15) years experience in practical or research/teaching in the field of

conservation of cultural property like stones, metals, ceramics, textiles, wood,

manuscripts, bone and ivory, paintings, sculptures;

(iii) experience of conducting and guiding research in the field of conservation of

antiques and art objects (proof of having published books, articles and monographs

relating to conservation aspects to be furnished), and

(iv) experience of planning, setting up and administering a conservation laboratory.

Desirable

(i) Doctorate degree in Conservation from a recognised University. 

(ii) knowledge of editing and publishing technical journals;

(iii) study or working experience in the developed conservation laboratories in foreign

countries;

(iv) knowledge of foreign languages other than English, Iike French, Italian, German

or Russian; and

(v)  Post-graduate Diploma or Degree in Management from a recognized University.

Note 1: The period of deputation including the period of deputation in another ex cadre

post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other

organisation or department of the Central Government shall not exceed five years.

Note 2: The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation shall not exceed fifty-

six years as on the closing date of receipt of applications.

Note 3: For purpose of appointment on deputation basis, the service rendered on a

regular basis by an Officer prior to the 1st January, 2006 or the date from which the

revised pay structure based on the Sixth Central Pay Commission recommendations

have been extended, shall be deemed to be service rendered in the corresponding

grade pay or pay scale extended based on the recommendations of the Commission

except where there has been merger of more than one pre-revised scale of pay into

one grade with a common grade pay or pay scale, and where this benefit will extend

only for the post for which that grade pay or pay scale is the normal replacement grade

without any upgradation.

Contract

Persons possessing the educational qualifications and experience as specified in item

(b) above for appointment by deputation.

Note 1: The maximum age limit for appointment on contract basis shall not exceed

sixty-seven years as on the closing date for receipt of applications.

Note 2: Appointment on contract basis shall be for a period of three years and may be

extended subject to satisfactory performance and maximum age limit of seventy

years.

Note 3: In case of appointment on contract basis, the terms and conditions of service

of the incumbent shall be as applicable to Group 'A' officer of the Central Government

holding analogous post.

2. Applications, from the officials applying for on deputation basis shall be submitted

in duplicate, in the prescribed proforma placed below (Annexure-l & Annexure-ll).

Complete and up-to-date CR dossiers of the officers who can be spared in the event

of their selection, should reach the undersigned through proper channel within a

period of two months from the date of publication of the advertisement. Applications

received after the last date or otherwise found incomplete will not be considered.

(A.N. Mishra)

Under Secretary to the Government of India

Tele/Fax: 23388169

Room No. 209/D, Shastri Bhawan

New Delhi-110001

Note: The details included the application format and Recruitment Rules are

also available on the official website of the Ministry of Culture at

http://www.indiaculture.nic.in.

Annexure -I 

BIO-DATA PROFORMA

1. Name and address (in Block letters): 

2. Date of Birth (in Christian era):

3. Date of retirement under Central/State Government:

4. Education Qualification:

5. Service to which you belong (if applicable):

6. Whether belong to SC/ST/OBC:

7. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you above, you meet the

requirement of the post and under which mode of recruitment (Deputation (ISTC) or

on Contract):

8. Details of employment, in chronological order, enclose a separate sheet, duly

authenticated by your signature if the space below is insufficient:

Office/ Post From To Scale of Pay Nature of

Institute Held and Basic Pay duties

9. Nature of present employment i.e. ad-hoc or (temporary) quasi-permanent or

permanent.

10. In case the present employment is held on deputation/contract basis, please state:-

a) The date of initial appointment 

b) Period of appointment on deputation/contract

11.  Additional details about present employment. Please state whether working under:-

a) Central Government b) State Government c) Autonomous Organization

d) Government Undertaking e)  Universities

12. Are you in revised scale of pay? If yes, give the date from which the revision took

place (Please indicate the pre-revised scale, as well):

13. Existing total emoluments drawn per month.

14. Additional information, if any, which you would like to mention in support of your

suitability for the post. (Please enclose a separate sheet):

15. Remarks

Signature of Candidate

Address ____________

Annexure-II

Forwarding Note by the Employer 

(For applications under Deputation mode)

It is certified that:

(i) Information given in the above proforma is correct as per the service records of the

applicant.

(ii) The applicant is clear from vigilance angle. 

(iii) The integrity of the applicant is beyond doubt.

(iv) That no major/minor penalty has been imposed on the applicant in last 10 years.

(v) The cadre controlling authority of the applicant has given its clearance for his

applying for the above post.

(vi) The ACR dossier of the applicant is enclosed with the application.

(Signature with seal of the authorized signatory on behalf of the employer)

davp 09101/11/0021/1819 EN 34/37

Institute of Hotel Management and
Catering Technology

Kovalam, Thiruvananthapuram

Invites Application for The Post of Principal

Post & Scale of Pay: Principal ( 7th CPC : Pay matrix level-13 ).

No. of Post & Method of Recruitment: 01 post (unreserved). To be filled by direct

recruitment / short term contract/deputation.

Required Minimum  Educational Qualification  and  Experience:  Details are

provided in the website www.ihmctkovalam.ac.in along with the application format.

Age limit: Not exceeding 53 years. (Age relaxation as per Government norms will be

applicable for other categories. Relaxable for employees working in autonomous

bodies under the Ministry of Tourism up to 5 years in accordance with the instructions

or orders issued by the Central Government).

General:

(1) The prescribed Application format is given on the institute website

www.ihmctkovalam.ac.in and interested/eligible candidates must apply in the

prescribed format only (attach all the relevant documents in support of qualification,

copies of mark sheets, experience, date of birth and category).

(2) The candidates employed in the Govt. / Quasi or Semi Govt. / autonomous

organizations who are applying for the post on direct recruitment basis, must apply

through proper channel.

(3) The application should be addressed to The Chairperson, Institute of Hotel

Management and Catering Technology, Kovalam, Thiruvananthapuram

superscribing on the top of envelope "Application for the Post of Principal,

IHMCT Kovalam, Thiruvananthapuram".

(4) Application along with all enclosures must reach the Institute within 30 days from

the date of advertisement published in the Employment News. In case of delay in

forwarding the application through respective department, advance copy along with all

the documents must reach within the time limit.

(5) No TA/DA will be paid to the candidate called for interview.

(6) The Institute reserves the right to short list the application/fill or not to fill the

vacancy. EN 34/24

Centre for Cultural Resources and 

Training (CCRT)
Ministry of Culture, Government of India

SCHEME FOR THE AWARD OF SCHOLARSHIPS TO YOUNG ARTISTES IN 

DIFFERENT CULTURAL FIELDS

Online applications are invited by CCRT, Ministry of Culture, Govt. of India for the

award of scholarships from young artistes of outstanding promise in the fields of

Indian Classical Music, Indian Classical Dances, Light Classical Music, Theatre,

Visual Arts and Folk, Traditional and Indigenous Arts.

Please note Applications are invited for the year 2018-2019 with effect from 12th

November, 2018. There are 400 scholarships available for the current year.

Details of the schemes, instructions for applicants, eligibility conditions/criteria and

Application Module are available on the following websites of the Ministry of Culture,

Government of India and CCRT.

www.indiaculture.nic.in;

www.ccrtindia.gov.in

11th December, 2018 is the last date for submission 

of applications. 

ONLY ONLINE APPLICATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED

davp 09127/11/0012/1819 EN 34/38
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
We take utmost care in publishing
result of the various competitive
examinations conducted by the
UPSC, SSC, Railway Recruitment
Boards etc. Candidates are
however advised to check with
official notification/gazette.
Employment News will not be
responsible for any printing error
going inadvertently.

No. 1/31/2018/NHHM

Government of India, Min of Textiles

O/o Development Commissioner for Handicrafts

National Handicrafts and Handlooms Museum
(Crafts Museum ) Bhairon Marg, Pragati Maidan, New Delhi - 110001

Website : nationalcraftsmuseum.nic.in   

e-mail : aso-nhhm@gov.in

The following posts are to be filled up on deputation basis initially for a period of one year which shall be

extendable maximum for three years. The deputation will be governed by the terms and conditions

contained in the DOP&T OM No. 6/8/2009-Estt (Pay-ll) dated 17 Jun 2010 as amended from time to time.

SI. No. Name of the Post Number of Vacancies Pay Scale (Pre-revised)

1. Programme and Public 01 Level-6 Rs. 35400 -112400

Relation Officer Deputation or Deputation/

Group B Non- Gazetted Re-employment *

*Deputation/Re-employment- for Armed Forces personnel of their last year of service 

2. Security Assistant Group C 01 Deputation Level 5 Rs. 29200-92300 

3. LDC (Library) Group C 01 Deputation Level 2 Rs. 19900 - 63200

2. The eligibility conditions and format for submission of application is available as per annexure I and

Annexure Il on the website of the DC (Handicrafts) at URL : www.handicrafts.nic.in under heading

Recruitment.

3. The applications in prescribed proforma as per Annexure II from eligible candidates who are desirous

of being considered for appointment to the post and who can be relieved on selection, may please be

forwarded along with supporting documents to this office within 45 days from the date of issue of this

advertisement. Senior Director (NHHM)

davp 41105/11/0001/1819 EN 34/41

EN 34/31

No. 12(6)/2014-SD(I)

Ministry
of Steel

Government of India

UDYOG BHAWAN 

NEW DELHI - 110107

VACANCY

The National Institute of

Secondary Steel Techno-

logy (NISST), Mandi

Govindgarh (Punjab), an

Institute under the Ministry

of Steel invites application

for the post of Director

(Head of the Organisa-

tion) in the level of E-8

scale of pay Rs. 51,300-

73,000 (pre-revised).

The last date of receipt of

application in Ministry of

Steel is 15th December,

2018.

For details please visit the

website http://www.steel.

gov.in and http://nisst.org.

davp 40101/11/0006/1819

EN 34/36

National Institution for

Transforming India (NITI AAYOG)

NITI Bhavan, Sansad Marg, New Delhi-110001

National Institution for Transforming India (NITI AAYOG), New Delhi

invites applications for appointment on Deputation/ promotion basis

for the following post(s):

SI. Name of the Post Number Scale of Pay

No. of the 

Post

1. Senior Research Officer 05 SRO: Pay Level-11

(SRO)/ (Rs. 67700/- Rs. 208700/-)

Research Officer (RO)/  RO: Pay Level-10

Economic Officer (EO) (Rs. 56100/- Rs. 177500/-)

EO: Pay Level-7

(Rs. 44900/- Rs. 142400/-)

Application form, eligibility criteria, qualifications, scale of pay and

other details can be assesed on NITI Aayog’s website i.e.

http://niti.gov.in/career/recruitment. The applications along with

requisite documents should be forwarded through proper channel to

Under Secretary (Administration-III), Room No. 448, NITI

Aayog, Sansad Marg, New Delhi-110001 within 60 days from the

date of publishing the advertisement in the Employment News.

(Sunil Kumar)

Under Secretary (Admn.III)

davp 54101/11/0028/1819 EN 34/65
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Public Appointments

High Court of Delhi: New Delhi
(website: www.delhihighcourt.nic.in)

Delhi Judicial Sevice Examination - 2018

The High Court of Delhi invites online applications from eligible candidates for filling

up 50 vacancies in Delhi Judicial Service by holding Delhi Judicial Service Examination

in two successive stages:

(i) Delhi Judicial Service Preliminary Examination (objective type with 25%  negative

marking) for selection for the main examination; and 

(ii) Delhi Judicial Service Main Examination (Written) for selection of candidates for

calling for Viva voce. 

The Delhi Judicial Service Preliminary Examination (Objective Type) referred to above,

will be held on Sunday, the 10th February, 2019.

The scale of pay of members of the Service is Rs. Rs. 56100-177500 in the 10th level

of matrix of 7th CPC Revised Corresponding Pay Matrix and Pay Level. A

candidate shall be eligible to appear in the examination if he/she is (a) a citizen of India;

(b) a person practising as an Advocate in India or a person qualified to be admitted as

an Advocate under the Advocates Act, 1961; and (c) not more than 32 years of age as

on the 1st day of January following the date of commencement of the examination, i.e.,

1st January, 2019. In the case of candidates belonging to Scheduled Castes/Tribes,

the upper age limit is relaxable by 5 years. The upper age limit is also relaxable

maximum by 5 years in the case of Ex-Servicemen including Emergency

Commissioned Officers and Short Service Commissioned Officers who have rendered

at least 5 years military service and have been released on completion of assignment

(including those whose assignment is due to be completed within 6 months) otherwise

than by way of dismissal or discharge on account of misconduct or inefficiency, or on

account of physical disability attributable to military service or on invalidment. 

As per O.M. dated 29.12.2005 issued by Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances &

Pensions, Department of Personnel & Training, Government of India, the upper age

limit for persons with disabilities shall be relaxable by 10 years. General category

disabled candidates would, thus, be eligible for age relaxation up to 10 years and

SC/ST category disabled candidates would, thus, be eligible for age relaxation up to 15

years. 

The candidates shall submit their application online only in the prescribed format

through the official website of High Court of Delhi i.e. www.delhihighcourt.nic.in as

per schedule of dates, given below:

Commencement of online filling up of Application Forms  22.11.2018 (10:00 AM)

Last date for creating New Log In for online registration 22.12.2018 (11:00 PM)

Last date for filling Online Application Form and/or 22.12.2018 (11:00 PM)

making payment through Debit Card/Internet Banking

The fees (non-refundable) in the sum of Rs.1000/- for General Category candidates

and Rs.200/- for Scheduled Caste / Scheduled Tribe / Persons with Disabilities

candidates should be paid through Debit Card / Internet Banking. 

The candidates can take printout of application and keep it for future reference.  They

need not send the print out of the online application to the High Court. 

Before filling up the form, the candidates are advised to read carefully the Notification/

Advertisement and Instructions for Delhi Judicial Service Examination - 2018. 

The number of vacancies to be filled are as under:-

Category No. of vacancies

General 40

SC 07

ST 03

TOTAL 50

Note 1: Out of aforesaid 50 vacancies, the reservation for PwD candidates shall be as

follows:

Category Vacancies

PwD (Autism, intellectual disability, specific learning disability and 01

mental illness and Multiple disabilities mentioned under clauses (a) 

to (d) including deaf-blindness)

PwD (Locomotor disability) 01

Total 02

Note 2: The vacancies are subject to change.

Note 3: The vacancies for PwD (Hearing Impaired) and PwD (Autism, intellectual

disability, specific learning disability and mental illness and Multiple disabilities

mentioned under clauses (a) to (d) including deaf-blindness) are subject to amendment

of existing Rules, which is to be notified. 

Note 3: The differently-abled persons should be capable of efficiently discharging their

duties as Judicial Officer as per the satisfaction of the Medical Board as may be

constituted before or after their names are recommended for appointment.

Note 4: No request for rechecking and revaluation of papers would be entertained as

the same is not provided for in the Delhi Judicial Service Rules, 1970.

The candidates applying for the examination should ensure that they fulfill all the

eligibility conditions for admission to the examination.  Their admission at all the stages

of examination for which they are admitted by this Court viz. Preliminary Examination,

Main Examination (Written) and the Viva voce shall be purely provisional, subject to

their satisfying the prescribed eligibility conditions. If on verification at any time before

or after the Preliminary Examination (Objective Type), Main Examination (Written) and

the Viva voce, it is found that they do not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions, their

candidature for the examination shall stand cancelled without any notice or further

reference. 

Details regarding Preliminary Examination, Main Examination, Viva Voce,

eligibility, relaxation in age and other general terms and conditions applicable to

the candidates are given in the Instructions available on the online portal of Delhi

High Court i.e. www.delhihighcourt.nic.in. Candidates are requested to go

through the Instructions before filling up the Application Form. 

(DINESH KUMAR SHARMA)

REGISTRAR GENERAL

EN 34/43 13.11.2018

Government of India 

Ministry of Commerce & Industry

Department of Commerce 

Office of the Development Commissioner
Indore Special Economic Zone 

3rd Floor, Brilliant Titanium, Plot No. 9 

Scheme No. 78, Part II, Near Brilliant Convention Center, Indore

Ph. 0731-2570619, 2570620, Fax No. 0731-4290586

E-mail: dcisezind-mp@gov.in, Website: www.indoresez.gov.in

No. A-30/ISEZ/2006-07/1124 Date: 20/09/2018

Applications are invited from interested eligible candidates/officials for filling up the

post of Appraiser (Customs) on deputation basis in Indore Special Economic Zone.

The eligibility conditions of the post are as follows:-

S. Name of the Post/ No. of Posts Eligibility conditions 

No. scale (existing/anti-

cipated)

1. Appraiser (Customs) 02 Officers of Central Board of Excise &  

Rs. 9300-34800/-  Customs: 

GP 4800/- (pre- (a) (i) Holding analogous posts on

revised) equivalent to regular basis in the parent cadre or

Level 8 of the Pay department OR

Matrix under 7th (ii) With three years' service in the 

CPC grade rendered after appointment 

thereto on a regular basis in the scale 

of Rs. 9300-34800/- and grade pay 

4600/-) or equivalent in the parent 

cadre or department, and

(b) Possessing two years experience in 

Excise or Customs Procedural work.

2. Applications of the eligible officers who possess the requisite experience and

qualification and who can be spared immediately may be forwarded. The application

in the prescribed pro-forma (Annexure-I) in duplicate supported with up-to date Annual

Performance Reports (APRs) for the last three years and vigilance clearance should

reach to the Office of the Development Commissioner, Indore Special Economic Zone

at the following address within 45 days from the date of publication of the

advertisement in Employment News.

The Development Commissioner

Indore Special Economic Zone

3rd Floor, Brilliant Titanium, Plot No. 9

Scheme No. 78, Part II

Near Brilliant Convention Center

Indore, Madhya Pradesh-452010

E-mail: dcisezind-mp@gov.in

3. The appointment will be on transfer on deputation basis. The period of deputation

including the period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held immediately

preceding this appointment in the same or some other Organization/Department of the

Central Government shall not exceed three years period. The pay and allowances of

the officer selected on deputation will be regulated in accordance with the instructions

issued by Deptt of Personnel & Training from time to time. The maximum age limit for

appointment by deputation shall not be exceeding 56 years on the closing date of the

receipt of applications.

4. Officers who volunteer for the post will not be permitted to withdraw their names later

under any circumstances. The selected officer(s) can also be posted anywhere within the

jurisdiction of DC, Indore SEZ (State of M.P) depending on the exigencies of work.

5. Applications received after the last date/without through proper channel or

unaccompanied by copies of APR Dossiers & vigilance clearance along with details of

minor/major penalties imposed, if any during the last 10 years) of the officer concerned

will not be considered.

6. The number of vacancies indicated are liable to increase/decrease.

7. The advertisement may also be viewed at the website of this office-

www.indoresez.gov.in

8. The application may be submitted in the prescribed pro-forma (Annexure-I, which

can be downloaded from the aforementioned website.

9. A Govt. Officer in a higher grade pay/scale shall be ineligible for appointment on

deputation to the post in lower grade pay/ scale in terms of Deptt. of Expenditure's

O.M. No. 1/1/2008-LCdt. 26.03.2009 and DOPT O.M No. 6/8/2009-Estt. (pay II) dt.

17.06.2010.

10. However, as per the clarification contained in DOPT's U.O. Note No.

1268489/2017-Estt (Pay -II) 24.10.2017, a person in higher pay scale/grade pay on

account of financial up- gradation under MACP/NFU or Non-Functional Selection

Grade are also eligible for deputation to a post in the lower pay scale/grade pay of ex-

cadre post equal to the pay scale/grade of his substantive post in his parent cadre.

11. The applications received against earlier advertisement in the Employment News

dated 9th-15th June, 2018 will not be considered and as such willing officers are

required to submit their application afresh.

Annexure-I 

Bio-Data

1. Name of the post applied for

2. Name, Designation and Office Address (in BLOCK LETTERS) 

3. Date of Birth: 

4. Educational Qualifications: 

5. Present post held and scale of pay and date from which held. 

6. Present pay drawn (Basic pay & Grade pay) 

7. Post held on regular basis with scale of pay, basic & grade pay and date of

appointment thereto on regular basis.

8. Permanent post held with scale of pay, basic & Grade pay and date of confirmation.

9. Details of Employment in chronological order, (if required, please encloses a

separate sheet, duly signed by the applicant) Continued on page 17

www.Jobriya.com
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EN 34/42

EN 34/44

S. Name of Office/ Post From To Scale of pay and Nature of

No. Organisation held basic pay + Grade Pay duties

10. Nature of present employment i.e. whether ad-hoc, temporary or permanent.

11. In case the present employment is held on deputation basis, please state; 

a. Date of appointment to the present post on deputation basis 

b. Period of deputation 

c. Name of the parent Office/Organisation which you belong. 

12. Additional information, if any, you would like to furnish in support of your suitability

for consideration to the Post(s) 

13. Whether belongs to SC/ST community.

Place: 

Date: Signature of the Candidate

Certification of forwarding officer

The information furnished by the candidate has been verified from the record and is

found to be correct. There is no vigilance case pending or being contemplated against

the candidate. Name & Signature 

Designation of the Officer with seal

davp 05120/11/0002/1819 EN 34/45

Continued from page 16

Recruitment of Assistant Master
(Group ‘B’ Non Gazetted) at Rashtriya

Military School, Bengaluru
(Central Government Department under 

Ministry of Defence)

Corrigendum
1. Refer to Advertisement for recruitment of Assistant Master in page 21 of

Employment News dt 07-13 Jul 2018.

2. Under Desirable Qualification read “CTET clearance is desirable qualification

for recruitment of Assistant Masters’’. Rest no changes.

EN 34/35

EN 34/34
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
We take utmost care in publishing result of the various competitive examinations
conducted by the UPSC, SSC, Railway Recruitment Boards etc. Candidates are
however advised to check with official notification/gazette. Employment News will
not be responsible for any printing error going inadvertently.
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Filling up Three Posts of Business Executives in DPD by Transfer on

Deputation

Applications are invited from eligible candidates for filling up three posts of

Business Executive in the pay in Level-6 of Pay Matrix [Pre-revised; PB-2

Rs. 9300 - 34800 + G.P. of Rs. 4200/-] in Publications Division, Ministry of

Information & Broadcasting. The eligibility and other provisions of Recruitment

Rules are as under:-

Officers under the Central or State Governments or Union Territories:

(A) (i)  holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre or

department; or

(ii) with six years' service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto

on a regular basis in posts in Level 5 in Pay Matrix as per the 7th Pay

Commission recommendations [Pre- revised: Pay Band-1 Rs.5200 -

20200 plus Grade Pay of Rs. 2,800/-] or equivalent in the parent cadre or

department; and

(B) Possessing the following educational qualifications and experience,

namely:-

Essential:

(i) Bachelor's degree from a recognised University or Institute.

(ii) Two years experience in sales and distribution of publications,

advertising   and publicity in any Government Organization or

Government-funded publishing house.

Other conditions:

1. The period of deputation including the period of deputation in another ex-

cadre post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or

some other organisation or department of the Central Government shall

ordinarily not to exceed three years. The maximum age limit for

appointment on deputation shall not be exceeding 56 years as on the

closing date of receipt of applications.

2. The pay and allowances of the officers selected will be regulated in

accordance with the Department of Personnel & Training O.M. No.2/ 29/

91-Estt. (Pay) II dated 5th January 1994 as amended from time to time.

3. Officials once selected for the above post will not be ordinarily be allowed

to opt out without a valid reason accepted by the HOD in Publications

Division. 

2. It is requested that the applications (in duplicate) of the officials who are

eligible and can be spared immediately in the event of selection may be

sent to this office in the Pro Forma at Annexure-A, addressed to "The

Director (Admn.), Publications Division, Ministry of Information and

Broadcasting, Government of India, Soochna Bhawan, CGO

Complex, New Delhi within 45 days from the date of advertisement

in Employment News. While forwarding the applications, the

Departments are requested also to furnish an Integrity Certificate in

respect of the official in addition to Vigilance Clearance and also a

certificate to the effect that no major/ minor penalty was imposed on the

officer during the last 5 years.

3. No application will be entertained which is found incomplete or received

after the due date of submission and/ or which has been forwarded

without complete and up-to-date character rolls, vigilance clearance, etc.

( SANJEEV KUMAR )

DEPUTY DIRECTOR (ADMN.)

TEL: 2436 2932

ANNEXURE-A

CURRICULUM VITAE PRO FORMA

APPLICATION FOR APPOINTMENT TO THE POST OF BUSINESS

EXECUTIVE GROUP-III, GROUP-B, NON-GAZETTED IN LEVEL-6 OF PAY

MATRIX [THE PAY BAND-2 OF Rs. 9300 - 34800/- WITH GRADE PAY OF

RS. 4200/-] ON DEPUTATION  IN PUBLICATIONS DIVISION, MINISTRY OF

INFORMATION & BROADCASTING.

1. Name  and  Address   

(in   Block letters)

2. Date of Birth (in Christian Era)

3. Date of  Retirement under Central/ 

State Government rules

No.A-12026/2/2017-Admn.-I 

Government of India 

Publications Division
Ministry of Information & Broadcasting 

Soochna Bhawan, CGO Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi - 110003

4. Educational Qualifications

5. Whether Educational and other Qualifications  

required  for  the post are satisfied, 

(if any qualification has been treated as 

equivalent to the one prescribed in the rules, 

state the authority for the same)

6. Please state clearly whether in the light of 

entries made by you above, you meet the 

requirement of the post.

7. Details of Employment in chronological order. 

Enclose a separate sheet, duly authenticated by

your signature, if the space below is insufficient

S. Office/Instt./ Post From To Scale of Pay Nature of 

No. Orgn. held & Basic Pay Duties

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8. Nature of present employment i.e.  ad hoc or 

Temporary or  Quasi-Permanent or Permanent

9. In case the present employment is  held on 

deputation/ contract basis, please state:-

(j)  The date of initial appointment.

(k) Period of appointment on Deputation/ contract 

(I)  Name of the parent office/organisation to which 

you belong.

10. Are you in revised Scale of Pay? 

If yes, give the date from which the revision took 

place and also indicate the previous scale.

11. Total emoluments per month now drawn

12. Additional information, if any, which you 

would like to mention in support of your 

suitability for the post. Enclose a separate 

sheet, if the space is insufficient

13. Please state whether you are applying for 

deputation (ISTC)/Absorption/Re-employment 

Basis. (Officers under Central/State 

Governments are   only eligible for Absorption.

Candidates of non-government Organizations are 

eligible only for short term contract.)

14. Whether belongs to SC/ST please mention

15. Remarks

I have carefully gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well

aware that the curriculum Vitae duly supported by documents submitted by me

will also be assessed by the Selection Committee at the time of selection for

the post.

Signature of the candidate

Address…………………….

Date:……………..........

Countersigned 

(Employer with seal)

CERTIFICATE

i) Certified that the particulars of the officer has been verified and found to

be correct.

ii) It is certified that no disciplinary proceedings are either pending and or

contemplated against the officer. Also it is certified that no any

major/minor penalty was imposed on the officer during the last 10 years.

iii) Integrity of the officer is also certified.

(Signature of the Head of Office with stamp)
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Government of India 

Ministry of Health & Family Welfare

Central Drugs Standards Control Organisation

Regional Drugs Testing Laboratory

Sector 39-C, Chandigarh - 160036

Applications are invited for filling up the one post of Accountant on

deputations basis from the officers under the Central Govt.

Eligible & interested candidates may submit their applications duly

filled in the “PROFORMA” given below through proper channel

along with ACRs for last 5 years within a period of 60 days from the

date of this publication, incomplete applications shall not be

considered.

S. Name of No. of Pay Scale Group Method of  

No. Post Post Recruitment

1. Accoun- 1 7th CPC Pay B Deputation 

tant Matrix Level-6 (old) (N. Gzt.)

9300-34800/- +

4200/- (G.P.)

(A) Age Limit : Not exceeding 56 years as on closing date of the

receipt of applications.

(B) (i) Holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent

cadre/department or

(ii) with six year regular service in the pre-revised Pay Scale of Rs.

4500-7000/- (Now 7th CPC Pay Matrix Level-5) or equivalent or

(iii) with ten year regular service in the pre-revised Pay Scale of

4000-6000/- ( Now 7th CPC Pay Matrix Level-4) or equivalent.

(C) who have undergone training in cash and accounts works in the

ISTM or equivalent and possess three years experience in Cash,

Accounts and Budget Work.

PROFORMA FOR THE POST OF ACCOUNTANT

1. Name 

2. Father’s Name 

3. Date of Birth 

4. Designation 

5. Post held on regular basis w.e.f. 

6. Present 7th CPC Pay Matrix Level (Pay Scale wilh GP) w.e.f. 

7. Name of the Department 8. Service Particulars in chronological

order:

S. Post Held From To Pay Scale Nature of Nature of

No. & Office & G.P. appointment duty

9. Educational/Technical Qualification: 

10. Experience/Training undergone. 

11. Knowledge of Computer 

12. Address for Correspondence 

13. Phone/Mobile No. 

14. Any other information.

Applicant Signature 

TO BE FILLED BY THE FORWARDING AUTHORITY

It is certified that the particulars given above are correct & the officer

will be relieved for appointment on deputation basis. His/her

application is forwarded along with (i) Vigilance Clearance Certificate

& (ii) C. R. Dossiers for the last 5 years.

Name ____________________ Designation __________________

Department  _________________

davp 17135/11/0009/1819 EN 34/62

Govt. of India

Ministry of Defence, Deptt. of Defence R&D

Defence Research &
Development Organisation

Integrated Test Range, Chandipur

MEDICAL OFFICER ON CONTRACT BASIS

Number of Post 01 (One)

Qualification M.B.B.S Candidate with working experience

in relevant field will be preferred.

Remuneration @ Rs. 1600/- per visit of minimum five hours

duration per day subject to maximum limit

of Rs. 40000/- per month.

Working place and Integrated Test Range (ITR), Chandipur,  

Scope of work Odisha and in its various Launch Complexes 

for providing medical care to employees 

attached to ITR. Doctor will visit the MI room 

during all working days  as per working hours 

of the Establishment.

Mode of Selection Interview by Board of Officers.

Duration of contract One year.

Apply with complete Bio-data along with attested copies of

certificates, in support of Age, Qualifications & Experience to

Director, ITR, Chandipur, Balasore-756025, within 21 days of

this Advertisement. (AP Ghosh) 

Chief Admin Officer 
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Research Centre Imarat
Defence Research and Development Organisation

VignyanaKancha P.O., Hyderabad-500069

Walk-in-Interview for the Award of Research Associate

(RA) on Thursday, 20th December 2018 at DRDO

Assessment Centre (DAC), RCI, Hyderabad
Research Centre Imarat, is a premier lab of Defence Research and Development Organization (DRDO)

is seeking application from suitable candidates for the award of Research Associate Fellowships (RA).

Tenure is maximum for a period of two years.

The Walk-in-Interview for the Award of DRDO Research Associate will be held on Thursday, 20th

December 2018 at DRDO Assessment Centre (DAC), RCI, Hyderabad.

SN Fellowship No. of Essential Qualification Area(s) of 

Vacancies Research 

1. Research 01 PhD in Physics/Applied Physics/Electronics Engg/ MEMS  device 

Associates Mechanical Engg/Nanoscience & Engg/Nanotechno- fabrication

logy having research work in the area of MEMS using micro-

device fabrication Or fabrication

M. Tech in Solid state technology/M.Tech in solid  technologies

state materials/M.Tech in Metallurgical and Materials   

Engg/M.Tech in Nanotechnology/M.Tech in 

Mechanical Engg/M. Tech in Electronics Engg with at  

least Three years of research experience in the area

of MEMS device fabrication.

Number of vacancies may change as per organizational requirement.

Monthly Emoluments : Rs. 40,000/- + HRA (if accommodation is not provided) as per DRDO rules.

Upper age limit : 35 years for RA as on the date of interview. The upper age limit shall be relaxable to

the candidates belonging for SC/ST (5 years relaxation) and OBC (3 years).

Reporting time is 0900h-1100h on Thursday, 20 December 2018, at DAC, RCI, Hyderabad.

Candidates will be essentially required to produce original certificates/testimonials along with one

set of photo copies and 03 copies of passport size photographs. Candidate should also required to

carry their Dissertation/Thesis

Offer of award of Fellowship/Associateship does not confer on the candidates, any right for

absorption in DRDO.

No TA/DA will be paid for attending interview or for joining, if selected.

How to reach the venue of Interview :

RTC busses available from Koti Women's College, route No. 103 and 90 R from Balapur x roads.

For any clarification : Phone : 040-2430 6569 / 9490956123 / E-mail : krishna.menon@rcilab.in

Head HRD 

For Director RCI

davp 10301/11/0165/1819 EN 34/69

Inland Waterways Authority of India
(A Statutory Body under Ministry of Shipping, Govt. of India)

Head Office, A-13, Sector-1, Noida, U.P. -201301

Phone: 0120-2474050, 2522312 & 2544036, Fax : 0120-2521764

Brief Employment Notice No.  IWAI/R&T/09/2018 Dated 12/11/2018

Inland Waterways Authority of India invites applications from Indian nationals working in offices of

Central/State Governments/Public Sector Undertakings/Statutory or Autonomous Bodies for filling up the

below mentioned post on deputation basis for a period of three years as detailed below :

SI. No./ Name of Post Consolidated Pay/Pay-Scale No. of Method of Recrui-  

Post Code Post (*) tment/Posting Place

1/D.13 Assistant Level-10 in the Pay Matrix as per 7th 02 Deputation basis 

Director CPC (Pre-revised Pay Band-III of Rs. 

15600-39100/- + Grade Pay of Rs. 

5400/-)

2/D.14 Assistant Level-11 in the Pay Matrix as per 7th 01 Deputation basis   

Secretary CPC (Pre-revised Pay Band -III of Rs. Noida/Patna

15600-39100/- + Grade Pay of Rs. 

6600/-)

3/D.15 Sr. Account Level  10 in the Pay Matrix as per 7th 01 Deputation basis 

Officer CPC (Pre-revised Pay Band -III of Rs. Kolkata

15600-39100/- + Grade Pay of Rs. 

5400/-)

4/D.16 Stenographer Level-6 in the Pay Matrix as per 7th 01 Transfer on 

‘C’ CPC (Pre-revised Pay Band-III of Rs. Deputation 

9300-34800/- + Grade Pay of Rs. Noida

4200/-)

(*) Number of Post is tentative and may increase or decrease as per requirement of Authority.

Interested candidates possessing requisite qualifications and experience may send their applications to

Assistant Secretary (R&T), IWAI Noida; so as to reach within 45 days from the date of publication

of this advertisement in Employment News, or by 10/01/2019 whichever is later. Complete details of the

Employment Notice No. IWAI/R&T/09/2018 dated 12/11/2018/Circular dated I2/11/2018 and prescribed

format of application may he seen under the head "vacancy" in the website of IWAl www.iwai.nic.in.

EN 34/66 SECRETARY

Vice-President's Secretariat

No. 6, Maulana Azad Road

New Delhi-110011

Vacancy Not ice No.VPS-01/16/2018/Admn.

Applications are invited from eligible officers of Central

Government Ministries/Department to fill up one vacant post of

Assistant in the pay scale of PB2 Rs.9300-34800 with Grade Pay

of Rs.4600/- (Level-7 in the pay matrix) on deputation or

promotion basis.

How to apply:-

1. Interested and eligible officers, who fulfill the eligibility criteria as

per Annexure-I, may send their applications duly filled in as per

proforma at Annexure-ll, through proper channel to Under

Secretary (Admn.), Vice-President's Secretariat No.6,

Maulana Azad Road, NewDelhi -110011, superscribing on top

of the envelope: APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF

ASSISTANT and should reach to this office within the 45 days

from the date of publication of this vacancy notice.

2. Eligibility criteria as per Annexure-l and application format as

per Annexure-Il and other terms and conditions may be obtained

from Vice-President's Secretariat website-vicepresidentof-

india@nic.in.
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of Bengal -- Bangladesh,

Bhutan, India, Myanmar, Nepal,

Sri Lanka and Thailand, Bimstec

is the new springboard for India's

engagement with the extended

neighbourhood in Southeast

Asia under its Neighbourhood

First Policy via northeastern

India.

Using centuries-old

civilisational linkages to realise

the inherent immense economic

potential in the relationship, India

has now added strategic

importance to ties with Asean

and other countries of the region.

Relations with Asean have

grown since India became its

Sectoral-level partner in 1992,

an event which coincided with

India's economic reform

process. 

In the past two decades, India-

Asean relationship has become

the foundation of India's Act East

Policy. Based on India's search

for economic space following the

dramatic transformation in world

political and geo-strategic

scenario in early 1990s -after the

collapse of Soviet Union -India's

'Look East Policy' has today

matured into a dynamic and

action-oriented 'Act East Policy. 

Over the last decade, India

has taken several policy

initiatives to deepen its

economic engagement with

Asean-centric processes such

as East Asia Summit, BIMSTEC,

Indian-Ocean Rim Association

and Mekong-Ganga

Cooperation at the sub-regional

level. 

The deepening relationship

was symbolized in the year-long

celebration to mark Asean-India

25 years of dialogue partnership,

15 years of summit level

interaction and five years of

strategic partnership. It

culminated with all 10 ASEAN

leaders attending the 69th

Republic Day Parade in an

unprecedented gesture. 

EAST ASIA SUMMIT

India's participation in the East

Asia Summit is a natural

corollary of its growing multi-

faceted engagement with Asean

and common desire for

enhancing economic and

security cooperation in East

Asia. Prime Minister Modi

attended the 13th East Asia

Summit, an important forum in

the Indo-Pacific region

comprising the 10 Asean

member states -- Brunei,

Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos,

Malaysia, Myanmar, Singapore,

Thailand, the Philippines and

Vietnam - and its eight dialogue

partners -- India, China, Japan,

South Korea, Australia, New

Zealand, the US and Russia. 

Earlier this year in June, Prime

Minister Mr. Modi had forcefully

outlined India's vision of the

Indo-Pacific during his speech at

the Shangri-La Dialogue in

Singapore. He used the East

Asia Summit in Singapore to

further build upon the theme. He

stressed on the centrality of

Asean's role for peace and

prosperity in the Indo-Pacific

region, which extends from the

eastern coast of Africa to the

eastern coast of Japan.

He underlined the need for

rules-based order that respects

sovereignty and territorial

integrity of nations, ensures

freedom of navigation and

overflight as well as unimpeded

lawful commerce, and seeks

peaceful resolution of disputes

with full respect for legal and

diplomatic processes in

accordance with the universally

recognised principles of

international law, without

resorting to threat or use of

force.

Growing tension in South East

Asia as a result of competing

territorial claims to islands in the

South China Sea has sparked

concern that it could lead to

unintended military conflict.

Several experts predict an

escalation in tension especially

after China has aggressively

undertaken infrastructure

construction and military bases

on several disputed islets and

reefs in South China Sea. 

China is embroiled in disputes

over the Scarborough Shoal with

the Philippines, and over the

Spratly islands with Brunei,

Malaysia, Taiwan and Vietnam.

Conveniently, China now calls

for framing of a 'code of conduct'

in a bid to play down the

simmering differences with its

neighbours.

QUAD MEETING

Concern over China's

unilateralism and aggressive

behavior is shared by several

nations in the region and

beyond. In the past several

months, China's neighbours and

members of Quadrilateral

Security Dialogue or Quad -

comprising India, the US, Japan,

and Australia, have expressed

concern over China's "predatory"

chequebook diplomacy" which

threatens to push nations into

debt-trap and upset geo-

strategic power balance around

the world in the name of creating

infrastructure projects.

First mooted by Japanese

Prime Minister Shinzo Abe in

2007, the idea of the grouping of

the four "like-minded"

democracies was put on the

back-burner after protests by

China which sees Quad as a

partnership aimed at stifling the

communist nations growth and

influence.

Officials of the Quad held

consultations in Singapore on

the sideline of the East Asia

Summit. Though India has been

reluctant to highlight the military

cooperation, other members of

the Quad, particularly US and

Japan, have been upfront about

its agenda to prevent China

dominating Indo-Pacific region

through use of force. 

Reports have suggested that

the four nation partnership

discussed regional and global

issues of common interest,

including the situation in Sri

Lanka and the Maldives.Though

peaceful political transition

seems imminent in Maldives

when President-elect Ibrahim

Mohamed Solih is sworn in on

November 17, India has been

concerned with signs of

instability in both these South

Asian neighbours, where China

has increased its influence in the

last decade.

Media reports suggested that

the discussions focused on

cooperation in areas such as

"connectivity, sustainable

development, counter-terrorism,

non-proliferation and maritime

and cyber security, with a view to

promoting peace, stability and

prosperity in an increasingly

inter-connected Indo-Pacific

region that the four countries

share with each other and with

other partners".

RCEP AGREEMENT

Failure to make progress in

negotiations in the services-

sector has been a big

disappointment for India.

Underlining the importance of

"comprehensive, balanced and

mutually beneficial" economic

engagement, Prime Minister Mr.

Modi highlighted the need for an

early conclusion of RCEP

agreement.

While acknowledging the

progress made in negotiations

on market access for goods,

India underlined the need for

similar results in the services-

sector which constitute more

than 50 per cent of the GDP of

most of the RCEP countries, and

is likely to play a key role in

future global economic activities. 

Unable to conclude the pact in

Singapore, negotiators have

now put a 2019 deadline for the

RCEP, which is a proposed free-

trade agreement between Asean

and six Asia-Pacific states with

which the regional bloc has

existing Free Trade Agreements

(FTAs) -- namely China, India,

Japan, South Korea, Australia

and New Zealand, 

The RCEP, which is being

negotiated since 2012, seeks to

bring almost half of the world's

population, 40 per cent of world

trade and 

more than a third of global GDP

under the umbrella 

of a single trade zone.

Thailand, which takes over the

presidency of Asean from

Singapore, faces a big challenge

of concluding the RCEP

negotiations.

MODI MEETS PENCE

India's bilateral relations with

the US were in focus when

Prime Minister Mr. Modi and US

Vice-President Pence met on the

sidelines of the East Asia

Summit. India and the US

discussed their roles in Indo-

Pacific region and cooperation in

defence and trade sectors, amid

simmering differences over New

Delhi's oil import from Tehran

and purchase of S-400 Triumf

missile system from Russia.

Expanding bilateral trade and

energy cooperation also came

up as India plans to increase oil

and gas import from the US

which is expected "to be valued

about $4 billion this year".

Facing common threat of

terrorism, the two leaders

expressed concern over the

mainstreaming of people

involved in 2008 Mumbai terror

attacks, a reference to Pakistani

mastermind Hafiz Saeed's party

contesting the general elections

in Pakistan in July. 

The Trump administration has

repeatedly hauled up Pakistan

for not doing enough to combat

terrorism both in its country and

the neighborhood. "The United

States has foolishly given

Pakistan more than 33 billion

dollars in aid over the last 15

years, and they have given us

nothing but lies and deceit,

thinking of our leaders as fools.

They give safe haven to the

terrorists we hunt in Afghanistan,

with little help. No more!" Trump

had written in his first tweet of

2018. 

FINTECH FESTIVAL

The Prime Minister

showcased India as one of the

top nations in fintech adoption.

Highlighting the importance of

cybersecurity for safe and

secure online transactions at the

Singapore Fintech Festival, Modi

launched APIX, or API

Exchange, a global platform to

connect fintech firms and

financial institutions, beginning

with Asean and Indian banks and

fintech companies.

"To begin with financial

inclusion has become a reality

for 1.3 billion Indians. We have

generated more than 1.2 billion

biometric identities -- called

Aadhaar or foundation -- in just a

few years," Mr. Modi said at the

world's largest financial

technology festival, which was

launched in 2016. India set up a

pavilion with the highest number

of companies at the exhibition. 

HACKATHON

Modi attended the "Grande

Finale" of the first-ever India-

Singapore Hackathon, a

platform expected to boost

technology, innovation and youth

power. The Indian leader

presented awards to the six

winnings teams-- three each

from India and Singapore.

Teams from Indian Institute of

Technology Kharagpur (IIT

Kharagpur), National Institute of

Technology, Tiruchirappalli (NIT

Trichy) and MIT College of

Engineering, Pune, were the

Indian winners. 

Nanyang Technological

University (NTU) and the

Singapore University of

Technology and Design (SUTD)

were among the winning teams

from Singapore.

Quite clearly, India is

determined to deepen its

economic and security

engagements with the Asean

regional bloc under New Delhi's

Act East Policy which dictates "a

free open and inclusive" Indo-

Pacific. Centr-ality of trade and

investment, connectivity,

sustainable development,

maritime and cyber security and

counter-terrorism are the key

pillars of engagement with the

extended neighbourhood in

Southeast Asia under India's

Neighbourhood First Policy.

(The author is a Senior

Journalist & Expert on

International Affairs, Email:

raghubansh@hotmail. com)

Views expressed are personal.
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and much-wanted success with

ease and élan.

FUNCTIONS OF A CAREER

COUNSELOR

A Career counselor performs

the following important functions-

1. Helps individuals develop the

self-awareness which will

further help them to prepare

for the better development of

interests and capabilities.

2. Prepares the children for

taking career decisions as

per their choice, interest,

ambition, personality trait

and inclination of mind.

3. Makes students aware of the

various job opportunities and

career options to best suit

their interests and

capabilities.

4. Assists the aspirants with the

professional guidance of

braving the challenges born

out of changes in career and

grooming them for the

professional perfection.

Skills Required for a Career

Counselor

The job of a career counselor

is not easier than what the

people do understand. It is more

the job of sensitively

understanding the human

behviour and psychology than

the academic excellence. That is

why a career counselor must be

a good human being to

sympathetically understand the

natural capabilities and inherent

disability of the people. Besides,

a career counselor must-

possess thorough knowledge

of current job trends and

availability of career

opportunities. He must also

have very perfect knowledge

of various institutions,

courses offered by them,

courses' fees, provision of

scholarships and financial

assistance programmes.

have updated information of

the changes in the areas of

education, emerging career

opportunities in the country

and abroad as well and

scope in the years to come.

possess very good patience

listening skills.

be a man of immaculate

character, integrity and

commitment. 

have immense patience and

better understanding of

human behaviour and

psychology.

have perfect knowledge of

the job policies and socio-

political condition of the

various countries across the

globe.

have very sound analytical

power, communication

efficiency and sensitivity.

have motivational power.

possess the leadership

qualities to lead and inspire

the candidates to the right

path of career choice and job

opportunities.

E D U C A T I O N A L

QUALIFICATIONS

Majority of the career

counselors pursue this

profession with the background

of psychology as the main

subject. It is because of the fact

that the subject of psychology

provides the much-needed

insight and understanding in the

human behaviour and natural

human instincts of the people

and thereby a career counselor

can better understand their

problems and preference.

However, there is no special

course as like that of career

counseling but all the guidance

and counseling courses have

career counseling as the

conspicuous part. Any candidate

with post graduation degree in

any subject is eligible for

applying for a diploma in

counseling. Though it is quite

another fact that an array of

universities and institutes prefer

Master's degree with psychology

as the background. Teachers

with a few years experience are

also eligible for taking up the

course of career guidance and

counseling.

REMUNERATION

In so far as the pay package of

a career counselor is concerned

what comes as a bizarre fact is

that there is wide disparity in this

domain of human behaviour and

psychology. Many of reputed and

well-established organizations

and educational institutes

provide handsome package

while in the rest of the sectors, a

career counselor can get the

monthly salary the range of

which falls between Rs 20,000 to

Rs, 30,000. However, majority of

the schools and colleges have

the regular posts of career

counselors which pay them

along the line of formal pay

scales with all the allowances

permissible time to time. But the

career counselors who work as

freelancer or as a part time they

earn even more than this. Many

of the career management and

employment agencies too recruit

career counselors and offer

them a lucrative pay packages.

INSTITUTES OFFERING POST

GRADUATE DIPLOMA

COURSES IN GUIDANCE AND

COUNSELLING

National Council of

Education and Research

Training -NCERT, New Delhi

(www.ncert.nic.in)

Rajiv Gandhi National

Institute of Youth

Development, Tamil Nadu

(M.A. Career Counseling,

www. rgniyd.gov.in)

Annamalai University, Tamil

Nadu (Annamalai

university.ac.in)

Karnataka University,

Karnataka-www.kud.ac.in

JOB PROSPECTS

The job prospects of a

professional career counselor

end only with the proverbial

statement of what we may call

'sky is only the limit." This fact is

truer, especially in the global

world of today where the job

opportunities are even more

increasing every day. However;

following are the main areas

where a career counselor is

most sought after-

1. Majority of the career

counselors get the jobs in

schools, colleges and

various other educational

institutes. In the wake of the

fast rising stress and

consistent rise in the cases

of suicides of students and

adolescents across the

country all the educational

and coaching institutes have

career counselor.

2. A career counselor can also

work at a career information

centre. He can also work at a

career education

programme.

3. A career counselor also works

as a professional for

providing help to the students

for the preparation of job

interviews. 

4. Helping the candidates in the

development of skills is also

considered as one of the

important jobs of a career

counselor. He also helps

writing an immaculate

professional resume.

Assisting the candidates with

the key guidelines for group

discussion or interview is

also considered as one of the

jobs of a career counselor.

5. Advising the students on

choosing the right and

suitable subjects at school

and college levels. They also

advise the students about the

requirement of various

documents for a host of

admission and entrance

examinations.

6. A career counselor also

guides a candidate about an

array of means to finance the

course fees.

7. A career counselor also

works with the placement

agencies and counsels the

candidates about the career

development.

8. With the globalization of the

world economy, the overseas

job opportunities and the

responsibilities of a career

counselor have even more

increased. A career

counselor advises the

students on the job

opportunities available in

various segments across the

countries in the world.

The career of a career

counselor is not an easy job

because it involves moral

responsibilities of grooming the

career and making the future of

people so promising and bright.

Besides, one needs to be

meticulously updated. He must

have knowledge of various types

of developments taking place in

various job markets at his

fingertips. Besides, he must also

be a good psychologist who can

understand both the brain and

heart of people so perfectly.

Long and odd hours of working

and dealing lovingly and

sympathetically with a variety of

people with a host of traits and

attitudes is not easy to cope with.

But providing much-needed

guide to the aspirants to reach

out to the pinnacle of their

achievements and helping them

realize their much-coveted

dreams is simply the matter of

the satisfaction which the job-

holders do always feel pinch of.

(The author teaches at

Jawahar Navodya Vidyalaya,

Birauli (Bihar) e-mail :

spsharma.rishu@gmail.com)

Views expressed are personal.
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Employment News is revamping itself and

giving it a fresh look in editorial content

wherein it would provide comprehensive

editorial inputs for aspirants related to jobs,

competitive examinations, etc. To achieve the

above purpose, the weekly job journal has

proposed to engage a professional Agency/

Organization which could provide the requisite

services for enriching the editorial content of

Employment News and for career guidance.

The professional Agency/ Organisation is

required to provide editorial content in the

following indicative fields:

Devising an indicative annual plan for

editorial content.

Preparation of suitable inputs for aspirants

which would inter-alia relate to jobs,

competitive examinations, personality

development and also life skills to ensure

better productivity, efficiency and

effectiveness in the actual work situation.

As part of the vision to increase the

editorial content, the focus would be on

preparing students for competitive

examinations and giving them suitable

inputs which facilitate the same.

Accordingly, the editorial content will

mostly comprise of articles on issues of

national and international importance,

economy, current affairs, etc.   It will also

include questions relevant to different

competitive examinations and their

suggested answers. Similarly, segments

on Quantitative aptitude, test of reasoning,

Logical aptitude, etc. may also be

introduced with explanatory notes. Also

specific guidance for different

examinations such as NDA, CDS, Forest

Services, Engineering Service, Civil

Services, Medical Services, Law,

Chartered Accountancy, Company

Secretary and similar career choices shall

be provided by soliciting articles from

experts in these areas. Suitable space

shall be devoted for providing editorial

content to guide the youngsters on various

schemes of the Government to promote

entrepreneurship and success stories of

youngsters who have created a space for

themselves may be included. (It is

mentioned that the above topics are only

indicative)

Preparation of standardised and

customised questions and answers for

career counselling, life skills and

psychometric tests, etc. The Agency will

provide data base of questions and

answers under the career counselling and

life skills category and also provide

customised answers under other

categories in response to queries received

from readers. It will also provide services

for psychometric testing and analysis that

may help a student or a job aspirant to

decide on the career that he/she may like

to select in his/her future.  In some cases,

customised counselling may also need to

be provided to select readers based on

their query and requirements.

The agency will be responsible for

authenticity and correctness of the

material.

It will work closely with the Editorial team

and technical team of Employment News

to scrutinize the content.

The services to provide editorial content,

will inter-alia be in the categories of

editorial inputs, infographics, career

expertise / book reviews/ career

counseling issues including special issues

of Employment News on specific themes. 

Selected Agency / Organization would be

required to provide multiple options for the

same content and work on any content-

related issues pertaining to Employment

News. 

Any other related work assigned by

Employment News Team shall be carried

out by the Agency / Organisation.

Interested parties may submit their tenders in

sealed covers which should be placed in the

main sealed envelope super-scribed "Tender

for Hiring of Professional Agency to enrich the

editorial content of Employment News and for

Career Guidance". This should be addressed

to the Deputy Director (Admn.), Employment

News, Room No. 778, 7th  Floor, Soochna

Bhawan, CGO Complex, Lodhi Road, New

Delhi-110 003 by post or by hand to be

delivered latest by 2:30 p.m. on 3/12/2018.

For details visit http://employmentnews.

gov.in/writereaddata/tender-.pdf. 

(Image Courtesy: Google)

Hiring of Professional Agency to enrich the editorial

content of Employment News and for Career Guidance
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Q1. Buddha's teachings were

compiled as Tipitaka -

literally meaning three

baskets to hold different

types of texts. Which of

the following texts is/are

correctly matched

according to the subject

matter?

1. Vinaya Pitaka: Buddha's

teachings

2. Sutta Pitaka: Rules and

regulations of the monastic

order

3. Abhidhamma Pitaka:

Philosophical matters 

Select the correct answer

using the code given

below:

(a) 3 only

(b) 1 and 2 only

(c) 2 and 3 only

(d) 1, 2 and 3

Q2. Gandhiji's ideology, best

articulated in his seminal

work, "Hind Swaraj"

written in 1909,

expounds that

1. ancient Indian civilization

had immense assimilative

power of absorbing

foreigners who made India

their home.

2. industrial capitalism had a

detrimental impact on

human civilization.

3. Parliamentary Democracy

did not reflect the general

will of the people, but of the

political parties.

Which of the above

statements is/are correct?

Select the correct answer

using the code given

below:

(a) 1 only

(b) 1 and 2 only

(c) 1, 2 and 3

(d) 3 only 

Q3. Which of the following

was/were not the

feature(s) of the

Swadeshi Movement in

Bengal (1905 - 1908)?

1. Swadeshi was based on

the idea of self-help

through industries and

schools.

2. Tagore had sketched out

his blue-print for swadeshi

in Swadeshi Samaj.

3. Leaders like Aurobindo

called for more radical

measures to achieve

Swadeshi goals.

4. Bhagat Singh joined the

Swadeshi Movement in its

later phases.

Select the correct answer

using the code given

below:

(a) 1, 2 and 3 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c) 3 and 4 only

(d) 1 only

Q4. Which of the following

statements about

Dayananda Saraswati

(1824 - 1883) is/are

correct ?

1. He was from present-day

Rajasthan.

2. He found many followers

from amongst the trading

castes.

3. He founded the Arya

Samaj inspired by the

Brahmo Samaj.

4. He advocated Sanskrit

based education.

Select the correct answer

using the code given

below:

(a) 1, 2 and 4 only

(b) 1, 3 and 4 only

(c) 2 and 4 only

(d) 2 only

Q5. Name the British liberal

who was associated with

the Manchester School

that was critical of the

British rule in India.

(a) J.S. Mill

(b) Lord Ripon

(c) Fitzjames Stephen

(d) John Bright

Q6. Name the Indian

financier who funded the

building of the Bombay

University clock tower.

(a) Cowasjee Jehangir

Readymoney

(b) Premchand Roychand

(c) Jamshetji Tata

(d) H. St. Clair Wilkins

Q7. The painter Mola Ram

was associated with

which one of the

following styles of

paintings ?

(a) Bundi Paintings

(b) Garhwal Paintings

(c) Mewar Paintings

(d) Kangra Paintings

Q8. Which of the following

statements about

Kautilya's Arthashastra

is/are correct ?

1. It is the first Indian text to

describe a State.

2. It does not contain any

reference to the Mauryas.

3. It is a theoretical text.

Select the correct answer

using the code given

below:

(a) 1 only

(b) 1 and 3 only

(c) 2 and 3 only

(d) 1, 2 and 3

Q9. Which of the following

statements about the

founding of the Indian

National Congress is/are

correct ?

1. It was supported by A.O.

Hume who was a political

liberal.

2. It was based on similar

associations in South-East

Asia.

3. It was initially supported by

Indian  elites who had

access to Western

education and English.

Select the correct answer

using the code given

below:

(a) 1 only

(b) 2 only

(c) 2 and 3 only

(d) 1 and 3 only 

Q10. Which of the following

statements about the

Ashokan pillars is/are

not correct ?

1. The 14th century Tarikh-i-

Firuz Shahi makes

reference to the Ashokan

pillars.

2. The writer Shams Siraj Afif

gives an account of the

Ashokan pillars known as

Delhi-Topra and Delhi-

Meerut.

3. There are instances of the

Ashokan pillars or their

fragments being

worshipped as Shiv

Lingas.

4. The Ashokan pillars were

produced in gold, iron and

bronze.

Select the correct answer

using the code given

below:

(a) 1 only

(b) 2 only

(c) 2, 3 and 4 only

(d) 4 only

Q11. Which one of the

following is the largest

component of the soil

system?

(a) Living organisms

(b) Mineral matters

(c) Soil solution

(d) Soil organic matter

Q12. Which of the following

is/are the objective(s) of

the Rashtriya Uchchatar

Shiksha Abhiyan

(RUSA)?

1. It creates an enabling

atmosphere in the higher

educational institutions

and ensures capacity

building at all levels of

employment.

2. It ensures reforms in the

affiliation, academic and

examination systems. 

Select the correct answer

using the code given

below:

(a) 1 only

(b) 2 only

(c) Both 1 and 2

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Q13. Which one of the

following pairs of

glaciers and locations is

not correctly matched?

(a) Nubra Valley Glacier -

Jammu and Kashmir

(b) Milam Glacier-Uttarakhand

(c) Bhaga Valley Glacier-

Himachal Pradesh 

(d) Zemu Glacier - Arunachal

Pradesh

Q14. Which one among the

following statements is

not correct?

(a) Johannes Kepler proved

that the path of each planet

around the Sun is elliptical

with the Sun at its focus.

(b) The first successful

attempt to establish the

size of the Earth is credited

to Eratosthenes.

(c) The first Greek to profess a

Sun-centred or

Heliocentric Universe was

Sir Isaac Newton.

(d) The famous astronomical

book Almagest was

compiled by Ptolemy.

Q15. Match List I with List II

and select the correct

answer using the code

given below the lists:

List I List II

(Place) (Industry)

A. Kanpur 1. Silk

B. Sualkuchi 2. Cotton

C. Korba 3. Copper

D. Khetri 4. Aluminium 

Code :

A B C D

(1) 2 1 4 3

(2) 2 4 1 3

(3) 3 4 1 2

(4) 3 1 4 2

Q16. Which of the following

items is/are associated

with the mulberry plant ?

1. Silk

2. Cocoon

3. Pashmina

4. Hemp

Select the correct answer

using the code given

below:

(a) 1 and 2 only

(b) 1, 2 and 3 only

(c) 1 and 4 only

(d) 2 only

Q17. Which of the following

are products of Agro

Based Industry ?

1. Silk yarn

2. Cotton yarn

3. Polyfibre yarn

4. Polyester yarn

Select the correct answer

using the code given

below:

(a) 1, 2 and 3 only

(b) 1 and 4 only

(c) 3 and 4 only

(d) 1 and 2 only

Q18. Which of the following

cities are associated with

ship building?

1. Antwerp

2. Trieste

3. Minsk

4. Hamburg

Select the correct answer

using the code given

below:

(a) 1, 2 and 4 only

(b) 1 and 2 only

(c) 2, 3 and 4 only

(d) 1, 3 and 4 only

Q19. Which one of the

following countries is

known as the "Land of a

Thousand Lakes" ?

(a) Denmark

(b) Finland

(c) The Netherlands

(d) Poland 

Q20. The Central Potato

Research Institute is

located at

(a) Almora

(b) Shimla

(c) Noida

(d) Murshidabad

Q21. Kingdom Monera inclu-

des

(a) Euglenoids and Proto-

zoans

(b) Archaebacteria and Eub-

acteria

(c) Fungi and Phycomycetes

(d) Basidiomycetes and

Deuteromycetes

Q22. Binomial nomenclature

means

(a) Biological names are

generally in Latin and

written in italics. The first

word is the genus and the

second word is the

species.

(b) Biological names are

generally taken from father

and mother.

(c) Biological name originates

from order and genus.

(d) Biological name originates

from phylum and genus.

Q23. In dialysis for kidney

failure patients, the

dialysing fluid is iso-

osmotic to

(a) Blood

(b) Urine

(c) Water

(d) Body fluid

Q24. Young children with

vitamin D deficiency

have trouble in

absorbing which of the

following minerals?

(a) Calcium and Phosphorus

(b) Iron and Sodium

(c) Sodium and Potassium

(d) Zinc and Iron

Q25. The X-chromosome

linked colour blindness

affects the ability to

detect the difference

between which of the

following lights ?

(a) Green light and red light

(b) Yellow light and blue light

(c) Blue light and violet light

(d) Yellow light and red light

Q26. Which of the following

statements about a body

under equilibrium is/are

correct ?

1. No forces are acting.

2. A number of parallel forces

may be acting.

3. The law of moments must

apply.

Select the correct answer

using the code given

below:

(a) 1, 2 and 3

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c) 1 and 3 only 

(d) 2 only

Q27. Which one of the

following determines the

direction of induced

current ?

(a) Fleming's left hand rule

(b) Fleming's right hand rule

(c) Feynman's left hand rule

(d) Right hand thumb rule

Q28. Which one of the

following statements

about the Principle of

Calorimetry is correct ?

(a) It is always valid.

(b) It is valid when

temperature is constant.

(c) It is valid only when there

is no change of state.

(d) It is valid only under

equilibrium condition.

Q29. Which of the following

statements regarding

temperature of an object

in Kelvin scale is/are

correct ?

1. It can be a negative, zero

or positive quantity.

2. It can either be a negative

or a positive quantity.

3. It can never be negative.

4. It can be a positive definite

quantity.

Select the correct answer

using the code given

below:

(a) 1 and 2 only

(b) 2 and 4 only

(c) 3 and 4 only

(d) 4 only

Q30. Consider the following

statement :

"When a body is in

equilibrium, the sum of the

clockwise moments about

any point equals the sum

of the anticlockwise

moments about the same

point."

Which one of the following

laws is described in the

above statement?

(a) Law of motion

(b) Law of moments

(c) Law of momentum

(d) Law of magnetism 

Q31. An acid solution of pH

equal to three is

gradually diluted with

water. As a result of this

dilution, the pH of the

solution will

(a) reach near to zero.

(b) reach near to fourteen.

(c) reach near to seven.

(d) remain unchanged.

Question Paper of General Ability, Intelligence and Professional Skills for
Central Industrial Security Force Assistant Commandant (Executive Limited)

Departmental Competitive Exam, 2018: Test Booklet Series A

(Answer Key shall be published in the Next Issue)
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National

Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi inau-

gurated an inland waterways project at

his parliamentary constituency, Varanasi,

on 12 November, 2018. The first multi-

modal waterways terminal on the Ganga

river is part of the Centre's Jal Marg

Vikas Project which aims to develop the

stretch of the river between Varanasi and

Haldia for navigation of large vessels. Development of inland waterways superbly

complements the Modi government's historic Sagarmala project. The prime objec-

tive of the project is to promote port-led direct and indirect development and to

provide infrastructure to transport goods to and from ports quickly, efficiently and

cost-effectively.

The month-long Winter Session of Par-

liament is set to commence from Decem-

ber 11. The Cabinet Committee on Par-

liamentary Affairs recommended conven-

ing of the Winter Session from December

11 to January 8 and would have 20

working days. The centre has sought

support and cooperation of all parties for

the smooth functioning of Parliament during the session. Triple Talaq bill among

other legislations to be on government's agenda in the session.

Information and Broadcasting

Minister Colonel Rajyavardhan

Rathore has conveyed his best

wishes to all journalists on the

occasion of the National Press

Day on November 16, 2018. In a

tweet, Mr Rathore said, a respon-

sible, objective media is one of

the most important institutions for

nation-building. Mr Rathore also

greeted the Press Council of India

for its commitment to maintain

ethics and high standards in print

media.

India took another key step forward in its space

journey on November 14, 2018 as Indian

space agency ISRO's fifth generation heavy lift

launch vehicle GSLV Mark III D2 successfully

placed communication satellite GSAT-29 in the

Geosynchronous Transfer Orbit. The 3423 kg

satellite carries Ka and Ku band high through-

put transponders, which will provide communi-

cation services to remote places in the North East and Jammu and Kashmir.

NITI Aayog has constituted the 'Himalayan State

Regional Council' to ensure sustainable develop-

ment of the Himalayan region. A NITI Aayog

statement said that the Council has been consti-

tuted to review and implement the identified

action points based on the Reports of five

Working Groups, which were established along

thematic areas to prepare a roadmap for action.

The Himalayan State Regional Council will be chaired by the Dr VK Saraswat,

Member, NITI Aayog and will consist of the Chief Secretaries of the Himalayan

States as well as the Secretaries of key Central Ministries, senior officers of NITI

Aayog as well as special invitees.

The Government has delegated powers to local

bodies to ensure compliance of environmental

conditions for buildings, construction and area

development projects measuring between 20,000

and 50,000 square metres. According to a notifi-

cation of the Union Environment Ministry, local

bodies have also been given the powers to

ensure environmental conditions are followed at industrial sheds, educational insti-

tutions, hospitals and hostels. The notification said, Local bodies such as Munici-

palities, Development Authorities and District Panchayats, shall stipulate environ-

mental conditions while granting permission, for the Building or Construction proj-

ects.

International
Vice President Shri M Venkaiah Naidu repre-

sented India at the Armistice of World War I

centenary commemoration in Paris. Armistice

Day marks the 100 years since the end of

World War One on 11 November 1918.

Around 70 leaders including US President

Donald Trump, Russian President Vladimir

Putin and Germany's Chancellar Angela Merkel are present to mark the centenary

of the 1918 Armistice in the French capital. Mr. Naidu also inaugurated the first India-

built war memorial in northern France to pay tribute to thousands of Indian soldiers

who fought selflessly and made supreme sacrifices during the World War I.

European Union leaders have dismissed talk of

renegotiating the draft Brexit deal and warned

the UK's political situation could make a no-deal

more likely. German Chancellor Angela Merkel

said there was no question of reopening talks as

a document was on the table. Meanwhile, French

Prime Minister Edouard Philippe said there was

a need to prepare for a no-deal because of UK

uncertainty. The EU has set out a series of meetings leading up to 25 November

when it plans to approve the Brexit agreement. However, leaders admit that there is

still much ground to cover after the UK Prime Minister Theresa May won backing

from her cabinet for the 585-page draft agreement.

The death toll in the deadliest wildfires in California climbed to 59 as authorities

released a list of 130 people still missing. News agency AFP reports most of those

unaccounted for are from the Butte County town of Paradise, in northern California,

which was virtually erased from the map by the so-called Camp Fire blaze that

erupted last week.Butte County Sheriff Kory Honea told media that 461 searches

and rescue personnel and 22 cadaver dogs were involved in the effort to locate

those missing and DNA testing was being expedited to identify the victims.

UN Security Council has condemned the

killing of at least 20 soldiers during oper-

ations against insurgents in the east of

the Democratic Republic of the Congo. In

a press statement, the council members

expressed condolences to the families of

the killed, including seven Malawian and

one Tanzanian UN peacekeepers and at

least 12 Congo soldiers, and wished a speedy recovery to the injured. The soldiers

were killed during joint operations of the UN peacekeeping mission in Beni territory

of North Kivu.

The two-day summit to mark the World Tolerance Day was held in Dubai. Held for

the first time in UAE ,  the theme of the Summit was  'Prospering from Pluralism:

Embracing Diversity through Innovation and Collaboration'. The World Tolerance

Summit brings together government leaders, key figures from the public and private

sectors, peacekeeping ambassadors and change-makers from across the world to

discuss the importance of tolerance, peace and equality, and celebrate diversity.

More than 2,000 ministers and government leaders from around the world are par-

ticipating in the Summit. 16th November has been declared as the World's Toler-

ance Day  by the UNESCO.

Business & Economy 
Retail inflation fell to a one-

year low of 3.31 per cent in

October on the back of

cheaper kitchen staples, fruits

and protein-rich items. Official

data showed that the inflation

based on the Consumer Price

Index (CPI) was 3.7 per cent

in September 2018 and 3.58

per cent in October 2017. The

retail inflation number is the lowest since September 2017 when it touched 3.28 per

cent. However, Inflation based on wholesale prices,WPI rose  to a four-month high

of 5.28 per cent in October. The Wholesale Price Index based inflation stood at 5.13

per cent in September and 3.68 per cent in October last year.

India's exports grew by 17.86 per cent to 26.98 billion dollar in October this year.

Commerce Ministry, in the release, said, India's exports stood at 22.89 billion dollar

in October last year. The sectors which recorded healthy growth include petroleum,

engineering, chemicals, pharma and gems and jewellery sector. During the April-

October period of the current fiscal, exports grew by 13.27 per cent to 191 billion

dollar. The Ministry said, imports during October also rose by 17.62 per cent to over

44 billion dollar. Oil imports in October increased by 52.64 per cent and electronics

goods by 31 per cent.

Sports
India's ace cueist Pankaj Advani

has won his third straight IBSF bil-

liards crown in the 150-up format,

taking his overall tally of world titles

to 20. Advani overcame Nay Thway

Oo of Myanmar in the final. This win

also marks a hat-trick of wins for

Advani in the shorter format. He

had won in his hometown Bengalu-

ru in 2016 before doing the same in Doha last year.

(Images Courtesy : Google)
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project running through

Pakistan-occupied Kashmir.

Now it has even sought to justify

the CPEC by planning a bus

service from Lahore to Kashgar

in its north-western Xinjiang

province through the disputed

territory.

SECURITY CHALLENGES

Defence and security

cooperation is another area of

bilateral agreement. In what

could be seen as remarks

hinting at China, India and Japan

called for a "free and open" and

prosperous Indo-Pacific and

agreed to institute Foreign and

Defence Ministerial 2+2

Dialogue in addition to existing

mechanisms, including the

Annual Defence Ministerial

Dialogue, Defence Policy

Dialogue, the National Security

Advisers' Dialogue, Staff-level

Dialogue of each service.

India institutionlised a similar

2+2 Ministerial Dialogue with the

US in September in which

External Affairs Minister Smt.

Sushma Swaraj, Defence

Minister Smt. Nirmala

Sitharaman, US Secretary of

State Mr. Mike Pompeo and

Defence Secretary James Mr.

Mattis participated. Giving shape

to their security cooperation,

India and Japan along with the

US and Australia revived the

quadrilateral coalition in 2017.

The Quad is seen as a move to

counter China's aggressive

behaviour in the Indo-Pacific

area.

In a bid to enhance the

strategic depth of bilateral

security and defence

cooperation, the two countries

also agreed to strengthen naval

cooperation. India and Japan,

along with the US, regularly hold

the Malabar naval exercise.

According to the Vision

Statement, they now seek to

step up joint exercise between

each of the three defence

services of the two countries and

the commencement of

negotiations on the Acquisition

and Cross-Servicing Agreement

(ACSA), a military logistics pact

that will enhance strategic depth

and defence cooperation. ACSA

will allow Japan to refuel and

resupply its ships at Indian naval

bases on the Andaman and

Nicobar islands near the

Malacca Straits, a maritime

choke point through which

seaborne trade passes to ports

in China and Japan. 

TERROR THREAT

Japan and India also

showcased their determination

to face the challenges of

terrorism together. They agreed

to "strengthening cooperation

against terrorist threats from

groups including Al Qaeda, ISIS

(Islamic State), Jaish-e-

Mohammad, Lakshar-e-Tayyiba,

and their affiliates".  They called

upon Pakistan to bring to justice

the perpetrators of terrorist

attacks, including those of

November 2008 in Mumbai and

January 2016 in Pathankot. 

FUTURE PROSPECT 

India is the largest democracy

in Asia and Japan the most

prosperous. With bilateral ties

singularly free of any kind of

dispute -ideological, cultural or

territorial-there is immense

goodwill in both the nations to

make India-Japan relations one

of the key pillars of their foreign

and security policy in the coming

decades. The fact is bilateral

economic relations have vast

potential for growth, given the

complementarities that exist

between the two Asian

economies. 

Japan's interest in India is on

the upswing due to factors

ranging from large and growing

market and its resources,

especially the human resources,

and its ability to play a crucial

role in facing security challenges

in the Indo-Pacific region.

However, amid fast changing

global geo-strategic situation,

the crucial challenge for the

leadership of the two Asian

powerhouse is to remain

focused and provide momentum

to the bilateral relationship which

has the potential to shape the

21st century, which could also

become the 'Asian century'.

(The author is Senior Journalist

& an expert on Interntional

Affairs, Email: raghubansh@

hotmail. com

Views expressed are personal.
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÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U/Government of India

ŸÊª⁄U Áfl◊ÊŸŸ ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ
Ministry of Civil Aviation

ŸÊª⁄U Áfl◊ÊŸŸ ◊„UÊÁŸŒ‡ÊÊ‹ÿ/
Directorate General of Civil Aviation

‚»§Œ⁄U¡¥ª „UflÊß¸U •«˜«UÊ ∑§ ‚Ê◊Ÿ/Opp. Safdarjung Airport

•⁄UÁ’¥ŒÊ ◊Êª¸/Aurobindo Road, Ÿß¸U ÁŒÀ‹Ë/New Delhi-110003
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Á◊Á‚‹ ‚¥./F. No. A-35018/6/2018-E-II SECTION-DGCA

VACANCY CIRCULAR

Filling up of the One (01) post of Assistant Director (Regulation

& Information) in Level - 11, Rs. 67700 - 208700/- of the pay

matrix on Deputation (including short term contract) basis in

Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) - reg.

Applications  are invited from Indian Nationals to fill up the One (01)

post of Assistant Director (Regulation & Information) (General

Central Services, Group 'A', Gazetted, Non-Ministerial) in Level -

11, Rs. 67700- 208700/- of the pay matrix on Deputation

(including short term contract) basis in the Directorate General

of Civil Aviation (DGCA), Ministry of Civil Aviation, New Delhi. The

details like general conditions, eligibility criteria, proforma of

application form & other details are available on the website of

DGCA i.e. www.dgca.nic.in. 

2. Interested and eligible officials may send their applications in

prescribed proforma alongwith attested copies of the APAR for the

last five years, cadre clearance and vigilance clearance through

proper channel to the undersigned within 60 days from the date of

Advertisement of this vacancy in the Employment News/⁄UÊ¡∏ªÊ⁄U
‚◊ÊøÊ⁄U.

(Pavan Malviya) 

Deputy Director of Administration

davp 03102/11/0007/1819 EN 34/72

The Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi and the Prime Minister

of Japan, Mr. Shinzo Abe visiting the FANUC Corporation, at

Yamanashi, Japan on October 28, 2018.
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